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Q2  Control domestic animals (cats, dogs, etc.)

91 (26.9%)

91 (26.9%)

190 (56.2%)

190 (56.2%)

57 (16.9%)

57 (16.9%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (338 responses, 3 skipped)
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Q3  Manage deer population

41 (12.3%)

41 (12.3%)

111 (33.2%)

111 (33.2%)182 (54.5%)

182 (54.5%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (334 responses, 7 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

The deer in my neighbourhood are scrawny and unhealthy looking. They

must be culled as they are not only a nuisance for anybody who has a

garden, they are dangerous for people who ride bicycles, motorcycles etc.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:38 PM

The deer problem is horrific. I’ve already been chased by a deer. My dog was

threatened in our own backyard. This is a huge problem that needs to be

eradicated. This is not safe and totally out of control.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

I think OB does a good job in this area. Thx

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:03 PM

Need to much better enforce on/off leash, dogs in playgrounds, dog waste

being ignored by owners in public space.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:28 PM

Please keep reducing the deer population

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:06 PM

Start culling the deer and stop wasting money studying them

1/20/2020 04:28 PM

The deer population is growing so or control measures must as well. Instead

to attacking the females of the herd would it not be better to sterilize the

males?

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:38 PM

Deer are a menace. They have increased a 100 fold from the 1960s when we

moved here I saw one every 3 or 4 years. Now I can see 7 on a short walk.

With the increase of deer that are not scared of people or animals it is only a

matter of time till someone is killed by one.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 05:33 PM

Ban off leash dogs on all school grounds at all times. I'm sick of dog poo all

over Willows!!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:10 PM

Dog owners are can be irresponsible in regards to their pets incursion (!) on

other people’s property and personal space.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:44 PM

Deer population can and should be reduced. Dealing with dog owners that

are rude is too big a hurdle

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:50 PM

More enforcement for dogs and their owners: Not cleaning up after their

dogs, letting their dogs off leash in on leash areas, dog chasing wildlife and

birds on Willows Beach in the BIRD SANCTUARY, Signage on Willows

Beach noting it is a BIRD SANCTUARY, and the Wildlife Act allows for fines

for dogs and the 'harassment of wildlife'. Dog owners, on their phones, not

paying attention, let their dogs chase the herons and ducks and when you

talk to them they say to mind your own business.... Public beach, public

business!. Willows Beach should be dog free all year. Far too many

irresponsible owners, Put us some signage!!!!! Major deficiency in Oak Bay!

Hand out a bunch of hefty fines, education doesn't work on people who don't

care, are entitled and think their little Fido is god's gift to the world.

Anonymous Proactive culling will maintain a healthier Deer herd and potentially reduce

Q4  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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1/20/2020 09:55 PM property damage and unnecessary suffering of injured animals

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Neutering seems to be working - seeing fewer deers.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

Love the critters but there are now so many of them. No dogs off leash in the

parks. Create specific dog run areas where they can exercise more

vigorously without harming the environment and stressing birds. The existing

Windsor park is an example. Surely there must be another space or two. No

cats off leash anywhere. Encourage people to create outdoor cat play areas

in their yards or balconies where they can be outside, but not stray. Do cats

have to be licensed? If not, they should be to ensure they are spade or

neutered. Put clear, prominent signage in sensitive areas that state clearly

what the dog restrictions and fines are. Anderson Hill, Uplands Park/Cattle

Point suffer from more than necessary compaction and trammelling of

endangered species as people follow dogs as they roam broadly. Ensure

there are hefty fines for neglecting to collect dog poop. Brainstorm ways to

enforce. Consider citizen reporting of infractions. Perhaps sending in photos

of offenders with their untended pets. Education. Engage citizens in why it is

necessary now, more than ever, to control their pets. Workshops/townhalls,

etc., for discussion, exchange of ideas, etc. Engaging people to buy in

through understanding and appreciation is better than telling and threatening.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 06:02 PM

Cats should be licensed, just as dogs are.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 11:56 PM

Please do not kill the deer in your efforts to control populations.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 08:23 AM

Feel unsafe walking past deer... ravage gardens...make nests in backyards

unsafe and unpredictable

Anonymous
1/22/2020 09:16 AM

There might be less need for animal control if there were a 24 hour dog park-

like the one in Vic West ( Just across the bridge) that is fully fenced with dog

bags and water- maybe an area of little use in one of the parks could be

transformed into this? This is what they did there. Is there an area in the new

Carnavon plan that could accommodate this? It seems in all weather the dog

owners are the biggest users.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

ROAM charity does a great job of keeping track of missing animals and

returning them to their owners, OB also doing that is redundant. Controlling

the deer population is a source of contention in OB, some control but too

much money is spent on this

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:28 PM

Maintain funding to reduce deer population if the current program is effective.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

The deer population is a source of increasing tension. I believe we need a

serious cull of the population. It's difficult to manage with the disparate points

of view, but we have wasted much time and money on this matter.

Meanwhile, regardless of your individual perspective, animals have died

painful deaths while putting humans & pets at increasing risk.
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Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:06 PM

Am still in favour of a cull of deer

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:17 PM

Additional deer management is required but should be the responsibility of

the regional/provincial levels, not just the District of Oak Bay taxpayers.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 09:01 AM

Someone is going to get seriously hurt by an aggressive deer attack

eventually. I am tired of being chased by them when out walking in South

Oak Bay.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Maintain the pregnancy control programme.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 10:40 AM

Cull the deer

Anonymous
1/24/2020 04:35 PM

it is difficult to say without knowing what we spend now... and the results...

did i miss the budget info?

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

Lyme disease is increasing exponentially in Canada, and the government has

identified Victoria as a hotspot. The increasing deer population endangers

everyone who enjoys the outdoors in Oak Bay.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

Lyme disease is a major concern with the deer population. Decimation of

flowers and habitat for bees also a concern. If Oak Bay is not willing to take

action to control the deer/Lyme disease threat then they must allow home

owners the ability to do this.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 08:26 PM

By increase the management of deer I DO NOT mean kill them. All deer

should receive birth control . And those large blocks around their necks are

inhumane and should never have been approved . They should all be

removed and ear tags only should be used. These deer must be humanely

supported and their population decrease should not include violence, or

planned killings. Oak Bay has more of a heart than that. If we don’t we

should be ashamed of ourselves.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:01 AM

As a 45 year Victoria/Oak Bay resident I am aghast at the "urban deer"

population explosion. The lack of action from all municipalities over the past

10-15 years to address the issue is deplorable! To use the excuse that it's

the province's role or job is just that "a political excuse". I regret putting

mayor Murdoch in and will reconsider my next opportunity to vote for all of

OB council positions. These animals are pests and are leading to the

gentrification of high fenced and boring deer resistant gardens ruining our

once unique neighborhoods. Again council continues to fail to adequately and

swiftly address this issues...it may be to late!

Anonymous
1/25/2020 01:34 PM

too many deer - need cull

Anonymous
1/25/2020 02:02 PM

Deer should be killed or removed. We’ve spent over $10,000 in the last 3

years feeling with the growing population of these pests while the municipality

has done nothing significant. Eventually people will start taking matters into

their own hands if this continues.

Anonymous Provide more dog free walking areas. Prohibit dogs from all shops selling
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1/25/2020 08:35 PM food or food products. Eg pharmacies Continue with deer reduction through

contraceptives. Never a deer cull

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Neuter male deer as pilot project as well as current contraception initiative.

Increase licence fees to reflect real public cost of individuals' ownership

choices.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

In the deer population, neuter the males, not the females

Anonymous
1/26/2020 12:53 PM

about the deer bring back the idea of farmers protecting their crops.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 01:23 PM

Continue with the contraceptive program for deer. License cats and enact a

bylaw to keep them indoors like Calgary has.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 02:33 PM

Consider regulations about fence height at front of properties?

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Enforce existing bylaws, no need for more on dogs/cats. Deer population

needs to be reduced, there is no need for further research on that, merely

how to do it.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

I have a concern about the impact of outdoor cats on songbird populations. I

don't have a huge problem with people letting their cats out but I'm worried

about feral cats getting established in our natural areas if the outdoor cats

are mating. Could the city require cats to be fixed?

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

Strong consideration should be given to licensing domestic cats that are

allowed outdoors. Domestic cats are alleged to kill many birds and, if true,

supports the view that cat owners should be discouraged from allowing their

cats to roam outdoors. The number of "urban deer" in Oak Bay and, indeed,

the Capital Region, should, in my opinion, be significantly reduced, by one

means or another. There is no rationale, in my opinion, to provide them

protection from natural predators. If we chose to do so, then we should find a

way to replicate the culling that natural predators would effect.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 11:14 PM

Stop talking about deer and complete a cull immediately

Anonymous
1/27/2020 11:42 AM

Provide more, year round, off leash dog parks. Stop harassing dog owners at

Monterrey Middle school.

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

We maintain with help of a gardening service beautiful gardens on scenic

Beach Drive but are constantly invaded by deer damage costing us a lot of

money in replacement plants and additional work. This needs to be

addressed NOW! Promises are not good enough.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 11:56 AM

Deer population management is not a municipal issue.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:19 PM

The safety of Oak Bay residents and visitors should be prioritized with

respect to deer population management. As such maintaining or increasing

management is necessary to mitigate against unsafe human/car/deer

interactions for both pedestrians and drivers. Seeing injured deer limp

around in pain likely due to motor vehicles is an awful sight to behold.
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Anonymous
1/27/2020 08:37 PM

Cats are my main concern, due to their feeding habits on birds

Anonymous
1/28/2020 10:52 AM

Make permanent ID mandatory for all companion animals in the district.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Questions don’t explain options to achieve results i.e. funding or policies

Anonymous
1/28/2020 05:50 PM

Culling deer is necessary.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 07:20 PM

Get rid of the deer already. It has become a major a safety hazard and the

contraception is not working at all. Huge health hazard for kids, dogs,

motorcycles, and vehicles.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

constantly see deer in big numbers near sidewalks at Camosun college.

Suprised no accidents or incidents.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:53 PM

I'd prefer to see a culling program for deer rather than contraceptives.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 10:39 PM

Get your priorities straight we spent thousands of dollars each year trying to

maintain our beautiful garden and the deer come along and eat it all what’s

the point - If you want to keep the deer you can take away my taxes

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

I feel it is not realistic to have a comprehensive deer population program

without a regional strategy. I support the proposed dog free zone at the

Bowker Creek foreshore area to protect migratory bird habitat.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

Would like to see cats on leash when outdoors. Is this an Oak Bay bylaw?

There are at least 3 cats that wander through my yard, pooping, digging, and

trying to catch and kill birds. I think that the deer population is a GREATER

VICTORIA issue so should be funded by CRD and managed with a

coordinated program. Deer do not know municipal boundaries!!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:47 PM

Some courage is required to manage the deer population. From what I see in

my area of Oak Bay; the deer are increasing in number. Numerous times

when driving here in Oak Bay I have had near miss collisions with deer. On

more than a few occasions I have driven past accident scenes involving deer

where cars are damaged and people, those involved and others, are visibly

upset. - Black tail deer thrive on Vancouver Island. Within municipal

boundaries they cause significant damage to public and private property.

That said, there should be zero tolerance for deer. Culls do work! They just

must be maintained. - The cost of culls depends upon how they are done. If

one person were to be given the job of using tranquilizer darts, a subsequent

slaughter by injection or other humane way could easily be accomplished. It

would be quick, quiet, uneventful and painless. However, if the objective gets

buried under special interest groups insisting meat must not be tainted

preserving the animal's food value, or that, or somehow, local indigenous

have a right to the carcasses; the costs will climb. Just remember, it's

selection and maintenance of the aim; do away with the deer hazards safely.

Anonymous More enforcement and fines for pet owners who violate the rules and
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1/30/2020 02:19 PM regulations, particularly on Willows Beach; domestic animals harassing

wildlife. Fine the owners to the maximum allowable under the law.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

Too many deer! Stop pussyfooting around and have a full.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 03:15 PM

It is widely acknowledged that having and caring for pets can increase

somebody's sense of well being. It is also a fact, perhaps not as widely

acknowledged, that having and caring for a garden can have the same effect.

It is devastating to have cared for a garden just to see it decimated by the

overpopulation of deer in the area.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

continue birth control and other non lethal measures

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:00 PM

Put more pressure on the Provincial Government which has responsibility for

wildlife to reduce the deer population in Greater Victoria

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:13 PM

Fairly obvious that deer need to be dealt with aggressively. We will end up

with nothing but 7 ft fences or no beautiful gardens, in addition to the

devastation of food crops.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:06 PM

Cats should be licensed and keep in doors. We need leash free, fenced dog

parks throughout the municipality. Deer should be culled.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:40 PM

It would be very helpful and environmentally responsible for Oak Bay to

produce brochures educating local residents about how the #1 threat to wild

bird populations is freely roaming cats (as Environment Canada has found),

and encourage residents to adopt alternatives like catios or keep cats

indoors.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:01 PM

Domestic animal enforcement should be by complaint or incident only. We

are paying $75 per hour for a vehicle to patrol looking for bylaw violations.

The deer need to be severely culled

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:37 PM

I like deer but I am afraid that they can cause accidents.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

Please help the deer to coexist with residents. Its good for the children to

grow up with them, and they were here first.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 08:25 AM

Deer are an on going problem in this community, probably the most

problematic in the CRD. DO SOMETHING to control them as they attract

predatory animals to the community. Deer are also becoming more

aggressive toward people.

1/31/2020 09:19 AM

Unleashed dogs are still allowed along the migratrory bird shoreline, in

contradiction of federal law

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:10 AM

Cull the deer

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Deer cull or relocation is needed. Likely less expensive to birth control option.

Anonymous The deer are destroying every plant in my front yard, even the ones they
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1/31/2020 11:56 AM used to avoid. This is costing me a lot of money and creating constant work,

and still my yard looks pathetic. I cannot afford, nor do I want, a stockade-like

fence at the front of my property. PLEASE give us harried homeowners a

break and REMOVE the deer. Tracking them and giving them contraceptives

do not affect their appetites for my plants!

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:48 PM

Residents love and care for their pets pretty well, not sure there's a huge

budget need there. Deer have undergone population controls already, so

holding pattern on that one.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:09 PM

Deer are ruining our city

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

A large segment of Oak Bay property owners are fed up with deer in our

area. To date the contraception initiative shows no effect on the count. I

believe council has been pushed into adopting it by a vocal few "animal

rights" people who have an agenda to stop more effective measures. Oak

Bay should begin capturing and relojust like they would do with cougars,

wolves or bears. Deer do NOT belong in an urban setting. Home owners are

forced to fence off or give up growing the attractive gardens for what we

were once famous. Deer are dangerous, disruptive and destructive for no

good reason. BC provincial government has indicated relocation has an

acceptable level of risk to deer. Return them to the wild where nature can

control the population through a balance of natural predators, food supply,

climate and sustainable numbers. They serve NO purpose being in our

municipality!

Anonymous
1/31/2020 02:05 PM

Every year we wind up burying a dead deer on our property. (still born fawns

or road kill) We can't plant anything they wont eat. A fence that will keep

them out needs to be 8' tall or 2 fences at 4'. This will cost $20k plus.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 02:39 PM

The deer are ridiculous - spending thousands of dollars on fencing.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:31 PM

Dogs should NOT be allowed on sportsfields. Impossible to completely

remove all feces.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:47 PM

More control should be placed over dog and cat owners allowing their pets to

shit over neighbours property on parks school fields and sidewalks. Heavy

fines and public disorder charges should be enforced

Anonymous
1/31/2020 05:49 PM

All of oak bay literally has just a couple off leash areas for dogs we should be

spending less time punishing good dog owners and more time making

spaces for these well behaved dogs and owners

Anonymous
1/31/2020 06:44 PM

WAY bigger priorities

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:09 PM

Manage dangerous animals and promote efforts to reduce bird predation by

cats. Maintain deer population at level recommended by wildlife biologists.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:57 PM

Deer population needs to be culled. The deer continue to destroy property

etc. The deer population carry ticks etc. Which are harmful to domestic

animals & people.

Anonymous Please enforce existing bylaws for areas where no pets are allowed and
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2/01/2020 11:04 AM those where pets should be leashed. I have noticed more and more people

who now walk their dogs without a leash - this is not acceptable as there is

no control of the pet and where they go to urinate and defecate and often

owners don’t see where this is happening. It also destroys natural areas and

disturbs wildlife.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Too many dogs degrade our natural areas and beaches , at least 50-60% of

public spaces should be dog free. Reduce deer population seriously. Road

kills is not the way to go.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 09:26 PM

We are seniors and feel shut in by the roaming deer. We have to keep our

property fenced and gated.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 06:36 PM

I think Oak Bay's tax dollars would be better spent educating vs heavy

handed/punitive measures such as interrogation/ fines. Also there would be

less need for animal control monitoring of parks if there were off leash

designated hours, such as early morning/ off season, when there is next to

no one in the park to bother.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

Deer need a aggressive treatment, as they multiply rapidly, bring. ticks

((Lyme’s disease) into parks and unfenced area like my front lawn

Anonymous
2/03/2020 03:35 PM

Animal control does not currently prohibit a dog being tied up 24 / 7 as other

municipalities do. I think it is time to update the bylaws and bring Oak Bay

into line with other municipalities for the protection of dogs.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

1. The deer population is out of control. The deer cause problems when

walking my dog. It is understandable that a dog will become excited seeing a

deer leaping and bounding down the road. It is only a matter of time that I am

injured. 2. Municipal parks clearly state that "all dogs must be on leash"

however many owners (a) let their dogs run free in on-leash parks and (b)

when walking on municipal streets off leash. 3. (a) Cat should be licensed.

(b) No one wants a neighbour cat to use their garden as a toilet. How can

their owners be required to pick up after cats when they do not care that they

'soil' their neighbours' yards.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

See how well the most recent deer control initiatives are working before

committing to more spending.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:26 PM

Animal control broke up a great community of dogs and people that met at

Monterey school due to an understanding, shared even by the school admin,

that the field was ok for off-leash dogs after 4:30. Animal Control put a stop to

that. South Oak Bay needs a flat field for dogs to run off-leash in the

afternoon/evening—Windsor Park is only off-leash at certain hours of the

morning.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:46 PM

More places for off-leash dogs! Either work something out with school district

so fields can be used or make fields like Windsor and Lafayette dog friendly

(including fencing)

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:59 PM

Our experience with animal control has been very negative. They have

routinely harassed us and other neighbours when we are spending time with

our dogs without infringing on any bylaws. They have even threatened to call

the police on us even though we remained calm and respectful during our

discussions with them. As a community, we are extremely disappointed by
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their negligence in their work, especially when it comes to enforcing domestic

animal bylaws. In fact, one of our neighbours was fined $100 for having her

dog off-leash in a dedicated leash-free dog park. My recommendation is to

significantly decrease the scope of their contract until they are able to show

evidence of an ethical and thorough process that serves the community

instead of attacking it.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 10:50 AM

The deer problem has been here for a long time we need action on this stat. I

like dogs however I don't like having to clean up my yard after bad owners.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

The deer were here first , I don't mind them eating the flowers.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:25 AM

Absolutely decrease the amount of animal control for domestic animals. I

cannot take my 6 month old puppy to any designated DOG PARK without

being RUDELY greeted by animal control if one minuscule thing happens.

For example, my dog was playing in bounds at a DOG PARK which is NOT

fully fenced in. The second she took a step outside the fenced area I ran after

her, leashed her and was given a ticket for having a dog off leash in that

area. Do you think this is a good use of resources? Having an old man watch

me from his van playing with my dog and the minute he sees her run out of

bounds (which was because there was another dog OFF LEASH OUT OF

BOUNDS) he comes out to then gives me a ticket. Absolutely absurd and a

waste of resources, my dog is 6 months old, 30 pounds and has NEVER

been a threat to anyone/any other animal. I understand the purpose of animal

control but this is not it. Perhaps animal control needs to find actual work that

contributes to the well being of the district/society and leave good animal

owners alone. Again, please for the love of god find these people some real

work and let dog owners enjoy their right of owning a dog.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:21 PM

Instead of monitoring schools and parks for off leash dogs, the money could

be used to create a safe, fenced area dedicated to dog owners and their

pets There are so many areas for families and children but absolutely

nowhere that is devoted exclusively to the hundreds of dog owners that live

in Oak Bay!

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:53 PM

The deer are a health risk as well as risk to the population. They carry ticks

attract predators are not scared of humans charging and stocking people.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:59 PM

I'm saying increase because I expect the deer population to increase and

then have more negative interactions with the public. I recognize that

significant funds went in this year with the contraceptives and appreciate that.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 03:39 PM

Adorable deer are problematic as they are threatening during their rutting

seasons. Not fair to walkers, dogs and especially seniors ! Barking dogs ......I

love dogs...barking dogs are a disturbance to peace and quiet

2/04/2020 04:06 PM

Wasting my time but the deer have got to go

Anonymous
2/04/2020 04:46 PM

Animal control seem to spend a inordinate amount of time patrolling south

Oak Bay.

Anonymous Lets start licensing cats they've had a free ride long enough. The municipality
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2/04/2020 05:33 PM can surely use the revenue and there is no question that cats are hard on the

environment. Each year the song bird population is decimated by them,

owners don't care about the bylaw that requires that they be kept on their

own property or on a leash or inside. By not dealing with the problem you put

neighbour against neighbour, in a modern society all domestic animals

should be kept under the owners control at all times. There is nothing worse

then when the cats use the neighbourhood as their litter box.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 12:40 AM

leave the dogs alone>>> let them play in taxpayer funded school grounds

when school not in session>>>remove contracted animal control. Animal

control should be called on case by case when there is truly an animal to

"control". Focus on sterilization of deer - they are far more invasive and don't

pick up after themselves on the school grounds.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

With all the break ins recently in Oak Bay, I'm surprised we have so many

resources on Animal Control when it's the human control that seems to be

more of the problem. I saw 4 AC officers descend on a park at once. Pretty

heavy-handed.

Anonymous
2/06/2020 10:23 AM

Is it possible to castrate the male deer, I think that would help with the

population issue. In terms of animal control, I think it should handled on a

complaint basis. It currently has the appearance of a 'money grab' as trucks

are noted sitting out front at Willows beach and Pemberton park ticketing

people when their dog has stepped 'out of bounds' of the leash free area.

This prompts the question of what their purpose is and why we are truly

contracting them

Anonymous
2/06/2020 12:29 PM

There is a large population of dog owners. See that school fields can no

longer be used later in the afternoon a proper dog park should be fenced off.

Many cities have these. This is not just for the dogs but for many people this

is their only time to connect with others

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:42 AM

While I would like the deer to be managed more a this is actually a Provincial

responsibility I believe... isn’t it?

Anonymous
2/07/2020 02:33 PM

Oak Bay should consider licensing cats. There are far too many roaming the

neighborhoods depositing their waste in everybody`s garden but their own

and killing birds. If a home owner in Oak Bay wishes to have a vegetable

garden they must deal with cat defecation fouling their crop. We see many

posters up on missing cats and have first hand knowledge of two cat

fatalities on our street due to to being hit by cars. Other municipalities do this

and just think of the revenue it would generate. This should not be difficult. If

my dog was running around defecating on properties and killing small

creatures everyone would be understandably outraged. What is good for

dogs is good for cats. Do it.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 04:32 PM

Allow leashed dogs on Turkey Head walkway but increase enforcement of

poop and scoop. Need to look at impact of sterilized does on stags and an

increased in aggression amongst the male deer population. Ultimately we will

just need to learn to co-habit with the wildlife including deer and let nature

take its course.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

the programs for monitoring deer and giving them birth control etc. are a

ridiculous waste of money and completely ineffective
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Anonymous
2/07/2020 10:14 PM

Animal control bylaw enforcement should only be complaint based - not by

random patrols by the contracted company. In the last few months, we have

seen an increase of animal control plans in many neighbourhoods, where the

vans simply seat and wait for someone to do something wrong. Many of my

friends and neighbours have also commented on that and everyone is very

unhappy. It seems a waste of resources and gives everyone in the

community negative feelings about animal control patrols.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

Cats should be licensed. (I have a concern for bird population.) Deer must be

culled. The 'birth control' project is pseudo science. The group states it is a

'deer management' group. The deer are impacting our quality of life. I can't

grow food; my neighbours are walling themselves off, decreasing the

community feel and interaction in Oak Bay. The deer are diseased and the

'management' is costing too much in traffic accidents, dog deaths, human

injury, etc. Are you sorry you asked?!? :)

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:48 AM

We ‘battle’ deer daily- on our roads, on our frequent walks, and in our

garden- the costs associated with deer proofing spaces (higher fences) and

changing out plantings is significant. It is a difficult discussion, but a cull must

be considered again. Has anyone come up with a figure on municipal costs

associated with dead deer- policing, disposal etc.?

Anonymous
2/09/2020 01:38 PM

Animal control in Oak Bay should be on a complaint basis only.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 12:42 PM

We need an enclosed accessible dog park!

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

Work with private entities (Golf Clubs?) to help manage deer?

Anonymous
2/10/2020 04:32 PM

I chose maintain for Deer control budget, but that doesn’t fully reflect my

view. Deer should be more controlled not less, but this should not involve

increases in expenses. Forego the asinine collaring/tracking/monitoring

projects and please no more of the silly birth control darts (by the way, I think

it says something about oak bays skewed demographics when the largest

concern expressed was the potential pain and suffering to the deer and the

city’s rebuttal was that citizens were not to worry, the birth control covered

sharp darts would simply ‘fall out’. From this rather of two young girls, this

response was so ridiculous as to border on satire.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 06:10 PM

All cats should be confined indoors. They are a menace to the birds and to

children’s play areas.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 09:31 PM

The deer population is a problem in Oak Bay and enter our yard frequently.

We have tried to fence them out and are concerned of our young children

playing i. our backyard wrt health issues from deer dropping etc

Anonymous
2/10/2020 11:27 PM

Deer on the streets are a menace to traffic

Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

The deer are out-of-control. Shame to pay hundreds of dollars to plant lovely

gardens and have our plants devoured and destroyed. So incredibly

frustrating.
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Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

Why is it that animal control officers have no problem killing cougars or

wolves but there is such resistance to culling the deer population? The

unchecked deer population is hazardous to all of us. They carry tics, they

attack pets, they cause car and bicycle accidents - what will it take to reduce

the deer population? Someone getting killed perhaps?

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:26 AM

Fine owners who fail to pick up after pets and unleash or allow dogs in

restricted areas. Relocate deer.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 05:39 PM

Dog owners are generally quite responsible but cats are allowed to poop in

my yard and sandbox because they run wild. They also kill birds and one

destroyed my trampoline. I also think perhaps. Or allowing dogs off leash on

school grounds - have found dog poop

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

Please don't license cats. That's absurd. And don't waste any more money

the deer. Let was has happened take hold. Then re-assess.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:39 PM

My daughter was severely bitten by a dog that was not on a leash. Dogs run

freely on the beach and in the parks. The owners say "my dog is friendly".

That may be so but I do not want a dog jumping up on me - she is going to

pay for my coat cleaning. My husband was down at the beach with our

grandson and an owner allowed the dog to pee on the jacket that was on his

back and said nothing. I don't see why people need to go shopping with their

dogs. I am glad Hillside is not allowing dogs in the mall after March 1st. The

dogs in Lansdowne Park run though areas that are under protection. There

never seems to be anyone there monitoring the situation.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 07:22 PM

roaming cats are a problem. contaminating vegetable gardens killing birds

health risk for young children

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

I would like to see an aggressive program to decrease the deer population.

There is room for enhanced enforcement to control dangerous dogs/breeds

in public places including parks.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:39 PM

Deer population needs to be dealt with across all municipalities

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:07 PM

Please stop being driven by the intolerant members of our community who

would like to eliminate indigenous deer from our community. They are loud

and entitled, and seem to think that it's perfectly reasonable to kill animals

because they are nibbling on their artificial gardens. What kind of community

would support that? Please don't empower that point of view and show

informed leadership on this issue.The vast majority of residents are far more

interested in peaceful, managed and educated coexistence. It's the natural

environment that helps to make Oak Bay what it is. Our municipality should

not be some sterile facsimile of nature. The way that loud minority talks about

deer is the way people used to talk about Orcas not all that long ago.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:23 PM

The deer situation is serious. To many incidents happening. Stop worrying

about political correctness.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

What do you mean by manage? The current program of birth control is

excellent and if that's what you mean by "manage the population" this is the

right way to go about it. I find the deer to be a lovely part of the environment
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(squirrels and raccoons too) and when I hear people worry about being

attacked I just laugh, because I walk by them all the time (with my dog) and

have never had a problem (I've lived in Oak Bay for over 20 years). I think

people that are afraid of deer just don't know how to behave around larger

animals. And I think people who complain because deer eat their gardens

are self centred. I have a garden and people tell me how attractive it is, I've

learned how to garden with deer in my neighbourhood. I am glad there is no

more talk about culling deer, I didn't support it when it happened and I never

will.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:40 PM

It is important that ongoing support to the deer management research be in

place.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:36 PM

We need to have a regional approach to solving the deer problem.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:49 PM

Dog control in natural areas needs to be considered. -$50 fines not sufficient

-Longer on leash in natural areas -No "chuk-it" in natural areas Perhaps

culling of deer following provincial guidelines.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:56 PM

Need for coordination with Victoria and Saanich.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 02:31 PM

Residents should manage their properties by planting appropriate plants,

fences, etc.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 06:39 PM

Reduce the deer population

Anonymous
2/13/2020 09:20 PM

I feel unsafe when I encounter a deer when out walking.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:31 AM

-Deer population should be caught and relocated up island. -Enforce leash

bylaws for dogs at all times. (Be more strict with aggressive dogs - serious

fines?? People do not like to feel threatened by non-residential dogs/people

in the summer!

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:37 AM

Cats are devistating to wild bird populations. They tend to polute neighbours

yards with their band toilet habits. Other citys have found licensing and not

allowed cats to roam free. It's working well.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:50 AM

I feel strongly that OB should be required to be confined indoors unless

leashed or provided with an outside enclosure to protect wild bird population.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:54 AM

Please just rid of the deer.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:26 AM

-Increase cat control - enforce staying in your own yard - birds are at great

risk, licenses -Provide more access times for dogs in parks - under

supervision

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:37 AM

It's time to license cats. They are decimating the songbird population!! Owner

needs to be accountable and responsible. Enough is enough. Dog owners

got their head around licensing in the 1900. [There was a tag found (buried in

the ground) on Dallas Road on November 13, 2012. This is tag #376 is dated
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1900]/ with global warming and the cost of food it would be wonderful to

grow some of your own food. It would cut down on carbon foot print. If

gardeners could grow their own food with out having their garden beds full of

cat faces. The time has come! I feel that my tax dollars should go into

implementing this. Thank you 2020. Year of the environment. Lets get with it!

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:41 AM

Due to environmental issues we need to license cats and force owners to be

more responsible. That cats are hard on local bird populations and are hard

to catch. We could use the revenue to enforce the bylaws and keep cats out

of my yard!!!

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:43 AM

The control against allowing dogs to walk on the pathway around Turkey

Head near the Marina restaurant seems laughable. Why is it necessary when

responsible owners pick up after their pets and generally allow for other

pedestrians.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:57 AM

License cats like dogs. Too many stray cats hunting birds!

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

Dogs: Enforce off leash laws - ticket and collect fines - no warnings, just

action Deer: Lobby all CRD members to collectively lobby Province to take

responsibility for management.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:26 AM

Cross community planning - massive shipping out to wilderness

Optional question (155 responses, 186 skipped)
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Q5  Collect solid waste (garbage, recycling and composting)

12 (3.5%)

12 (3.5%)

278 (82.0%)

278 (82.0%)

49 (14.5%)

49 (14.5%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (339 responses, 2 skipped)
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Q6  Collect yard waste (currently fall leaf collection and annual curbside garden refuse

pickup)

23 (6.9%)

23 (6.9%)

224 (66.9%)

224 (66.9%)

88 (26.3%)

88 (26.3%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (335 responses, 6 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

Overall, the service in the municipality is great.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:38 PM

OAk bay is one of the few miss polities that has a free service to dump

garden waste we don’t need to be going around picking it up.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

The information on the municipal website is so out of date! Please update

EVERYTHING, and go back to distributing the pickup schedule (hard copy).

The information on the back of it is much more up-to-date than that of the

website's. It is shameful.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:56 PM

It would be nice to have a second time of the year for an additional garden

refuse pickup.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:06 PM

The municipal dump does a good job

1/20/2020 04:28 PM

Oak Bay does a good job of picking up our waste.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 05:33 PM

Please have more than one yard waste pick up a year

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:50 PM

Reduce number of pickups to one every 18-20 days. Up the cost for extra

garbage bins

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

Communications to Citizens annually showing how much and what is

recycled and how much goes to the landfill. Would be good to track this and

show historical volumes to encourage more recycling

Anonymous
1/20/2020 11:15 PM

Would like to see soft plastics picked up.

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Encourage household to compost. A station on each block maintained by

residents and municipality worker would decrease emission and line up at the

dump. It would increase community feeling and decrease loneliness.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

Encourage citizens to consider using their yard waste as compost or to

distribute leaves over their lawns. Encourage citizens to re-think the short

green lawn and to transition to plantings that more suitable to our changing

climate, sequester more carbon, and provide habitat for insects and birds.

Education. Workshops and town halls and other citizen gatherings, online,

etc., to encourage citizens to think differently about the yard and learn how to

make those changes.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 06:02 PM

I'd like to see collection of garden refuse in bins at the curb on garbage days.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 06:52 PM

Can we try to encourage people to compost their own leaves and garden

waste instead? I would love to see a community compost education effort

Q10  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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instead of the collection. It would reduce all of our GHGs and teach the next

generation how to compost and garden. Contract it out to the compost

education centre or build a team of volunteers to go out to the block parties.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 11:56 PM

Would love to see a fall and spring yard waste clean up.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 12:03 AM

Please communicate what happens to recycling collected. It would increase

compliance and be transparent.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 08:43 AM

The spring cleanup could be gotten rid of and would not affect me

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

Many municipalities allow garden waste in their green bins, this should be

included with OB taxes and leaf collection could be 3x Fall/winter. The

recycling and garbage contract people do a poor job throwing containers,

blocking roads with discarded containers, etc

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

I would love to see better education and public out reach from Oak Bay

about how we can reduce our waste and properly recycle.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

I would gladly pay a special levy to return "big garbage day." People simply

leaving "free" goods on the street is neither efficient nor cost-effective. I also

want serious reconsideration of the CRD composting program. The complete

environmental cost (special trucks, driving over the Malahat, barging to the

Lower Mainland, yet another truck journey) is appalling. We have been

captured by symbolic politics. We should not export our garbage or compost.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:06 PM

Would like to see more times for curb side pickup of garden refuse and

leaves

Anonymous
1/23/2020 09:01 AM

Please enforce the restriction on commercial operators of landscaping

services using the collection station without charge. This is for residents use.

Residents should not be subsidizing commercial businesses.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Add garden waste.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 08:50 PM

I don't feel that waste collection as currently implemented rises to the level of

"service"... it is confusing, inconsistent, and poorly planned. The effort

expended by constituents represents a blatant subsidy for the private

companies - and the municipality - and is met, not with appreciation, but with

harangues related to the "quality" of our labour. Yard waste should be

allowed into the green bins. The current "leave it at the side of the road once

a year" process is insufficient.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 04:35 PM

i love the dump and the staff at the dump

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

Garbage trucks are good candidates for electrical power. I would suggest an

incentive/percentage advantage in the annual tender to those any tenderer

who is using electrically powered vehicles.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 01:34 PM

make curbside garden refuse pickup twice in spring
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Anonymous
1/25/2020 08:35 PM

A schedule of fall leaf clearing weeks by street would be useful. Return to

practice of distributing door to door the add a day recycle/garbage pick up

schedule

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Need more effective leaf collection since current approach often has pickup

weeks behind schedule. Use curbside garbage pickup zones, communicate

schedule and adhere to it.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 12:53 PM

bring back municipal garbage collection rather than contracting it out

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Longer hours in the fall to encourage use of Elgin street for yard waste

dumping.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

I have a concern about compost needing to be sent to the mainland by

barge. Is this negating the positive impact of composting by burning fuel to

transport it? Is it possible to create a local city-driven compost program that

would develop soil that could then be returned to residents' gardens? I

believe Vancouver does this. If we had a program like this, I wonder if the

kitchen compost could then be mixed with the yard trimmings and it all could

be picked up together, rather than us having to drive the yard trimmings up to

the dump. Thank you.

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

The facilities on Elgin Road provide Oak Bay residents with the ability to

dispose of excess waste as required. Consideration should, in my opinion, be

given to expanding those facilities to accept organic waste as well as small

amounts of wood or building materials.

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

Weekly garbage collection is needed - and we are a couple only household. I

can't imagine a family's build up of garbage in two weeks - and the odour

along with it. With the high taxes we are paying, weekly pickup should be a

minimum standard of service.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:19 PM

It would be really nice to be able to recycle (at the District's drop-off location)

shiny, metallic bags (ie. chip bags), as these are tricky to responsibly dispose

of.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:39 PM

Hold recycle contractor more accountable - service quality is poor and

decreasing

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Frequency is ok, service attitude is poor

Anonymous
1/28/2020 07:20 PM

Get rid of the green bins. Environmentally unsustainable and contributes to

green house gasses by driving huge trucks around picking up these products

that could and should be easily composted for free in most of the single

family home back yards (think garden)

Anonymous
1/28/2020 10:39 PM

Two or three pick ups each year would save a lot of time at the very

inefficient dump site and Oak Bay

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

Current levels work for our family. However, it would be useful to have an

ongoing information campaign on best recycling practices. We do not want to

put inappropriate items out, but are often confused.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

This happens in a timely fashion and is sufficient for my needs.
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Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

Don't cancel a garbage pickup when there is a bit of snow on the ground.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:00 PM

I am very pleased with the ability to take stuff to the OB dump. The woman

who is in charge there deserves praise for her diligence and courtesy

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:13 PM

As handy as the spring garden collection is, I don't feel it is really necessary,

this is somewhere we could cut back.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:06 PM

Garbage & compost pick up could be every 3 weeks instead of every 2

weeks. Possibly every 2 weeks in the summer.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:01 PM

more emphasis on reducing waste is needed

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:51 PM

Soft plastic curb side please

Anonymous No point in raking up piles of leaves, fallen branches and garden crap if it sits

for weeks and the wind blows it around.

Develop a schedule for street cleaning similar to the waste/recycling

schedule. With the schedule residents can remove their automobiles from the

street so that the street can be completely cleaned.

It would be great to have more pick up days for garden refuse, and maybe a

day for larger sticks and branches, for people who don't have a vehicle to

transport this kind of yard waste and material to Elgin.

Garden Refuse pickup should be part of the every 2 week pickup schedule,

especially in spring, summer and fall. Not owing a pickup truck in order to get

rid of garden waste, we are basically forced to hire a gardener in order to

keep our property presentable.

Other options for dealing with yard waste are required such as allowing

inclusion into the green bins like in Vancouver. Also, encouraging the use of

sustainable non-collection options should be investigated.

Excellent service in this area.

Twice a year would be nice

Nope. Oak Bay does a good job on this front.

I would like to see solid waste picked up every week. Recycling could still be

2 weeks. We dont have a truck, so the yard waste needs to be more

frequent. We have a large lot with frequent downed branches. This forces us

to pay for a Gardener.

1/31/2020 01:39 AM

1/31/2020 09:48 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:27 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:53 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:56 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:23 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 02:05 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

home owners and their gardeners should take more responsibility for removal

of yard waste, particularly in the uplands area.
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Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:41 PM

We need to be able to take "green bin" contents to the works yard when a

pickup is missed.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:47 PM

The big green bin should allow leaves and cuttings in it.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

It would be better to collect compost and yard waste together, in one bin,

weekly. This leads to an efficient green recycling compost campaign for both

compost and yard waste (Grass & leaves) - adding them together in one bin

makes a healthier mix of compost that smells better and keeps the bin clean

and is better for the workers who pick it up.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:09 PM

Increase frequency of yard waste collection.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

fall leaf collection should stop and citizens should shred their own leaves and

distribute over the garden/lawn.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 06:36 PM

Again, a little more education would be helpful. Encourage residents to use

the recycling depot, not put there leaves on the road clogging drains, use

their leaves as valuable mulch in their garden.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

None.. doing about right. Recycling is very important

Anonymous
2/03/2020 03:22 PM

start to fine people who dispose of furniture on boulevards, the instances

increase as the University term ends.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

It works for me currently.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 07:22 PM

It would be good to collect garden refuse twice a year (once in Spring and

once in Fall).

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

Solid waste removal works well. As long as the public works yard continues

to take garden waste, there is no need for an increased number of pickups.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:26 PM

I am really glad that the Oak Bay depot collects soft plastics and plastic

bags; I would be very happy to see these added to the curbside collection

program as well. But definitely keep the bins at the depot at least!

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

Considering the high taxes , we should have a lot better pick up service , they

are lazy and drop things all over lawn , no pride in their work . Also it would

have been very kind if the oak dump had of kept it open to help all of us who

had a flood , all the restoration folks were swamped , I was told 50th in line. It

would of been a very considerate gesture and would look good for the

councillors etc.....

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:21 PM

The existing dump seems to be decreasing services making it more difficult

to recycle and get rid of waste. In todays climate crisis the municipality

should be making the recycling and see garbage disposal easier not more

difficult.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

Emterra Environmental's curbside recycling service has not our expectations.

There have been instances where they chose not to collect the corrugated
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cardboard one day, they throw the recycling boxes on the ground and

breaking the boxes which has to be replaced on the homeowner's expense,

etc. Would there be another company that has a better record? Oak Bay

Public Works has been consistent in its collection of garbage; they have not

missed a single pick up in the 22 years that we have lived in Oak Bay.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:53 PM

Oak bay has a free dump and people can get there yard waste to the dump

as other municipalities do.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:59 PM

Love the collecting yard waste!

Anonymous
2/04/2020 04:59 PM

Increase in curbside garden refuse pick up similar to Sidney and Saanich

would be appreciated.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 12:40 AM

thank you, great work

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

Really happy with waste removal especially with the ease of going to the

local waste facility as needed.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 01:50 PM

Surely there is some way to pick up the garden refuse without gouging out

chunks of lawn. Even a follow up by parks staff to soil and re-seed the

damaged areas would be appreciated.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 04:32 PM

I am all in favour of recycling and composting provided we process both

closer to home. Shipping recyclables and compostables off island makes no

sense at all. We need increase leaf collection in the fall if we are going to

increase the number of trees.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

We all spend so much time on sorting our garbage - i wonder if it is

"greenwashing" since there is no way to genuinely recycle lots of it. the food

waste program where it's all in plastic bags seems particularly dubious

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:48 AM

Municipal arrangements for this are great. Thanks.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

I feel that condo owners that pay for all the waste disposal and get no

service for it (we have to hire waste companies to remove all recyclable and

waste), should at least be able to get a sticker for the dump. Our strata, like

many others, have a Styrofoam collection in order to keep that out of the

landfill, but have no were other than the dump to recycle it properly. This

should be part of the municipal's incentive to be environmentally responsible.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 03:49 PM

Would be helpful to be more precise timing with fall leaf collection. thanks

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

800-900 block of Monterey did not get leaf pick up this year. Not a large

number of deciduous trees in this block, but the house on the corner of

McNeill and Monterey had leaves that were not picked up. And this block has

not had a street cleaner go past in several seasons!

Anonymous
2/10/2020 04:32 PM

I like the current waste collection schedule and appreciate having access to

the municipal dump

Anonymous Seniors who do not drive yet still maintain their homes cannot take yard
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2/10/2020 06:10 PM waste to the dump every couple of weeks during our long growing season.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 09:31 PM

Yard waste (grass, weeds leaves etc) should be collected at least every 2

weeks

Anonymous
2/10/2020 11:27 PM

monitoring of drains for debris

Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

Prevent private and commercial landscapers from pushing debris into the

street. Please make home owners responsible for their own leaves and

foliage.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:26 AM

Great service

Anonymous
2/12/2020 05:39 PM

Yard waste pick up in spring and fall please!

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:39 PM

Very good service So nice to have the dump

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

I would like to see a regular-scheduled yard waste program established.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

I'd like to see there be more encouragement and information given to the

public around recycling and re-using plastics. I think Oak Bay needs to "up"

our environmental responsibilities and commitments.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 11:57 AM

I've been told that Oak Bay does not actually dispose of the organic waste in

the manner that we have been lead to believe because of cost and other

legalistic / practical reasons. Is this true? And is it also true of the recycling?

We just put it out there but none of us know what actually happens to it after

that.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:56 PM

Better dates - more.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 02:01 PM

Specific service for Garry oaks which are prone to debris.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 02:31 PM

Excellent right now!

Anonymous
2/13/2020 06:39 PM

What happened to the annual junk pickup

2/13/2020 09:13 PM

THERE IS A PROBLEM WITH PEOPLE PLACING ITEMS ON THE CURB.

WE NEED A BETTER WAY OF HANDLING THIS, INSTEAD OF WAITING

FOR THE MUNICIPALITY TO PICK IT UP AFTER A WEEK OR SO.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:31 AM

-Once a week would be very acceptable - yard waster, solid waste, compost -

Yard waste i.e. Grass clipping and leaves (would cut down on trips to Elgin

Workyard/Dump)

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:50 AM

Condo owner so not directly applicable. Participated/appreciated when living

in Saanich.
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Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

More than adequate but needs adjustment in light of climate change - too

many big trucks fooling the air.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:26 AM

Bring back spring "yard" pickup - charge fee or do pickup on bimonthly basis

for a fee

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:28 AM

Excellent service. Well done!! I particularly appreciate road cleaning and how

often it occurs and snow clearig.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:31 AM

I find the current system ineffective. Plus, most people have means of

transporting their yard waste to the municipal yard. To be more effective,

more specific dates should be given for households as yard waste can be out

for a long time before pickup.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:49 AM

-Very difficult for those without vehicles to dispose of compost yard waster. -

Many communities have a green waste bin that combines household waste

and yard wast combined. -Love that the municipal works yard is now open

later on Saturdays.

Optional question (107 responses, 234 skipped)
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Q11  Communicate with the public (District sharing information)

12 (3.6%)

12 (3.6%)

198 (58.6%)

198 (58.6%)

128 (37.9%)

128 (37.9%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (338 responses, 3 skipped)
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Q12  Engage the public (District providing opportunities for public input)

15 (4.5%)

15 (4.5%)

174 (51.9%)

174 (51.9%)

146 (43.6%)

146 (43.6%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (335 responses, 6 skipped)
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Q13  Develop land use policies (OCP, Village Area Plans, etc.)

30 (9.1%)

30 (9.1%)

143 (43.3%)

143 (43.3%)

157 (47.6%)

157 (47.6%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (330 responses, 11 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

Exercises like this are helpful and appreciated.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:19 PM

How is the public currently being engaged? As a renter I would love to see

there be more, inclusive outreach outside of social media. Posters,

community notice boards in residential areas, etc.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

Improve the information on the website, and inform people via mail that they

will not longer receive hard copies of anything. It is ludicrous to expect people

who are NOT online to magically know they need to be.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

We are unlikely to attend council meetings. This kind of engagement is

appreciated. I say increase land use policies, just as a progressive

community should, not b/c I don’t think it’s being done right now.

1/20/2020 04:28 PM

There is really no point to having public input if Council does not listen. It

seems at time the quiet mass gets overruled by the boisterous few

Anonymous
1/20/2020 05:06 PM

Please, please, please do some long term planning (including much needed

transportation planning, in light of the declared climate crisis) and update

patchwork and outdated existing development regulations.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:10 PM

It is by chance that surveys such as this are made aware of by the public in

general. Paper notifications are necessary. Online is far too easy to miss.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 08:07 PM

rezone lot size 5000 sq feet to allow for infill housing so we can age in place

and provide more housing options for our children and young families

wanting to join the community - also to increase tax base to fund and repair

aging infrastructure

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:50 PM

While I would like to think the public wants to be engaged, most people don't

bother to engage with the district unless they are directly affected. The

process for development, especially for major housing projects is seriously

flawed. Far too much time, money, effort and worry lead up the the high

stakes Committee of the Whole. Make developers who are proposing large

scale project consult the public with conceptual designs or in context 3D

models displayed at municipal hall, before it goes to planning, Have

developers gain social license from the community before it goes to planning,

The COW should be a gathering of people in agreement, not disagreement

between two camps. You can do better mayor and council!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

The annual neighbourhood meetings appeared to be a successful way of

direct citizen engagement in a semi-formal environment where they can raise

issues local to their neighbourhood

Anonymous
1/21/2020 10:41 AM

More action and less studying moving forward. Show leadership and change

bylaws to reflect the OCP and housing needs study.

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Legalize secondary suites as renters ate in limbo. Illegal suites are plentiful

here - let’s give renters rights. Carriage houses like in Kelowna? Seniors

want to stay in oak bay but not enough alternatives - we need townhouses,

secondary suites, carriage houses. Young people cannot afford to live here

Q14  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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Anonymous
1/21/2020 01:58 PM

We have a perfectly adequate OCP. Just use it.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

The town halls and public issue meetings are well attended in Oak Bay.

There should be more. Engaging citizens increases the chances of people

taking the initiative to make changes to increase the overall vitality and health

of the community. Communication from the top down is not as effective as

discussion. Robust discussions provide a better understanding what really

matters to people and why. Involvement = community. People feel their

connection, it isn’t merely shared space.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 06:02 PM

The District of North Vancouver does a good job of communicating via

facebook, with regular updates sometimes within a day. This is especially

useful regarding weather events. In terms of land use policies, I'd like to see

us get on with implementing the OCP especially in terms of legalizing suites

and allowing lane houses.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 09:16 AM

Too vague to answer

Anonymous
1/22/2020 12:00 PM

Consider opening up dialogue on housing that is suited to a more diverse

population of income earners.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

OB could do with more online communication and emailing to citizens

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

Having lived in Oak Bay for 4 years now, I'm consistently disappointed in the

districts efforts at public outreach. There are tons of neighbourhood

associations who don't have the funding that the district, who provide far

more transparent, accesible, and consistent information to the public. Take a

note from Fernwood, Oaklands, and North Park about community

engagement.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:28 PM

Engage early in the process

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

I have not been as active a citizen as I should be, so this comment comes

with that self-criticism. However, I think Oak Bay must seriously explore ways

to encourage more density in residential developments and be willing to take

a stand to promote rental housing, perhaps in active collaboration with non-

profit agencies. We should do more.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:17 PM

Change the format of Council meetings to reduce the "open mic" sessions

and stick to Council policy and governance. Each meeting feels like a public

hearing.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Reduce building and infill just to accommodate more and more!

Anonymous
1/24/2020 04:35 PM

what is OCP?

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

Please keep as much green space as possible in Oak Bay, as it is what sets

this municipality apart from the rest of Victoria.
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Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

Only areas that currently have high density should be allowed to have high

density. The character of Oak Bay is being lost by those with a densification

agenda.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 08:26 PM

I walk around Oak Bay every day and see large houses going up with

basement suites that dont even have above ground windows( currently

Victoria St) . I see hundred year old trees that get demolished because a

developer wants to make more money on the lot. I have no idea how to find

out about this information or what can be done about it . We are not

respecting the Oak trees after which our municipality is named. I feel more

information should be made available about these decisions.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 10:15 PM

So many lovely old houses particularly bungalows and smaller house are

being demolished .....such houses are so much a part of Oak Bay’s charm.

Very disappointing to know that the lovely old building on Oak Bay Ave. that

houses Garden Works is going to disappear for what, another boring condo

building??

Anonymous
1/25/2020 01:34 PM

keep village feel for areas

Anonymous
1/25/2020 08:35 PM

Land use policies to ensure maintaining existing public and private green

spaces. Stop infilling on green or treed space. Where are all the birds that

should be feeding and nesting in secluded areas?

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Increase use of "push" technologies to communicate to mobile devices.

Increase pace of development and implementation of village plans. Lead, not

react to, developer initiatives.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

Affordable apartments for seniors now, and for use in the future.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 01:23 PM

There was NO widespread communication about the fact that garbage

collection schedules would not be distributed to houses.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Enough has been done on OCP, business plans etc. Those that wanted to

contribute did, those that didnt won't. Lets hold off for awhile.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

Let's make Oak Bay a world leader in renewable energy and sustainability by

incentivising renewable energy use for homes and businesses, and by

investing in public infrastucture for renewable energy. What if the entire city

could be powered by a geothermal system?

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

I would have no objection to increasing the time devoted to land use policies,

provided that it promised/guaranteed to deliver tangible results in a timely

manner (as opposed to wasting time and money on study after study).

Anonymous
1/26/2020 11:14 PM

Start developing multi use land for row houses, townhouses.

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

Oak Bay used to have strict regulations enforced on land use and building

restrictions. Now it seems to be a "free for all" with large houses taking up

the entire lot. Regulations need to be kept current on website and changes

communicated when approved to all community households! Consultations

need to be minimized and more focus on end results and implementing.

Anonymous We need a coherent and responsible plan to increase affordable housing in
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1/27/2020 11:56 AM Oak Bay, and to enhance densification.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 08:37 PM

there is a dire need to address our existing zoning bylaws. They passed there

best before date a long time ago

1/28/2020 08:15 AM

Way too much time spent (time = money) on “studies” and then nothing

coming from it???

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Improve quality, consistency of information

Anonymous
1/28/2020 02:21 PM

land use policies developed with a wider and longer view including but not

limited to climate change, demographics, housing mix, neighborhood

cohesion, walkability

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

keep the character of Oak Bay. No big developments, no secondary suites.

Enforce bylaws for parking on side streets.

Anonymous
1/29/2020 07:03 AM

Especially around demolition, no salvage policies for developers, blasting,

control the building of monster houses,

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

We are a small community that could really become leaders in community

participation. However, I have a concern that a small group of organized and

vocal citizens can sway decision making. Also, I believe land use policies

and community plans should be visionary and forward thinking but not limiting

straitjackets.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:48 AM

Public engagement is largely staff informing public. There is a great need for

more opportunities for undirected public input.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

I am lazy with checking in with the Oak Bay website so would appreciate

more communication to inform me when developments, roadworks, etc are

being considered/planned by the council. This could be a monthly-newletter

possibly?

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:47 PM

Quality of life here in Oak Bay is determined by a number of factors. One is

population density. Increased population density by way of land subdivision,

rezoning to allow duplexes and infilling of properties, degrades the quality of

life enjoyed by all who live in Oak Bay. I realize there is a housing shortage

and costs are high. It is a supply and demand problem. Efforts to increase

supply, although well intentioned, will not solve those problems. The demand

is so great that regardless of how many units are built, prices will remain

exceptionally high. Shortages in accommodation will persist and high rates of

homelessness will continue to exist as they are and are likely to rise.

Increasing population density is not a solution. It only serves to reduce the

quality of life people enjoy here in Oak Bay.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:19 PM

Please fix the flawed major development project process so it is front end

loaded and the COW becomes a place of tweaking and agreement, not a

battle.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

No point in having an OCP when Council routinely ignores it when approving

development.

Anonymous And charge developers for the damage their heavy vehicles inflict on the
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1/30/2020 03:15 PM roads.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

Increase Tsunami alerts and alarms.. Increase earthquake protocol

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:57 PM

In my experience, more attention paid by a city council to land use policies

often signals council is about to make unpopular decisions about density and

zoning. Sorry for they cynicism.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:00 PM

Densification and community input into its planning should be a top level

priority,. This will need to involve pro-active zoning changes. How else to

increase the community's ability to built new housing? Market the concept of

planned densification to the community. Encourage building granny suites as

secondary suites in all new buildings.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:37 PM

Pay attention to heritage designations and do not allow developers to flout

the rules.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

We love our village.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 08:25 AM

Oak Bay is a maintenance municipality. We do not need to increase density

and I am willing to pay more taxes to maintain the status quo.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:27 AM

You have a done a great job lately (using Facebook, wow!) and I feel much

more connected to what is going on in the District, so thank you and keep it

up!

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

With the climate crisis and the skyrocketing cost of housing, multiple family

homes will become the new normal. Bylaws and policies that support the

transition to our new reality need to be at the forefront of future zoning

decisions.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:23 PM

I love the sculpture/art displays, painted pianos, etc. Please keep and

increase art, it makes for a humane community.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:48 PM

It's disappointing to me that public art has been plopped all over such a

naturally beautiful area. I find most of it ugly and distracting, especially on

park land. It should have been confined to more urban street sidewalk

settings... not park or water front.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

Allow more rezoning and attractive development of larger Oak Bay residential

lots build more housing for young families and retirees needing smaller single

level accommodation. . On larger multi-unit developments, seek more

neighbourhood improvements and public benefits in the way of green spaces,

wider sidewalks and public arts displays that increase the quality of life in the

municipality.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

the municipality should be taking the initiative to rezone areas for

redevelopment such as Oak Bay Ave, Estevan Ave, Foul Bay Rd etc and

reduce the red tape to encourage developers to develop additional

commercial space and condo/rental inventory in order to increase the tax

base and provide alternative housing. It is time to think outside the box!

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:31 PM

Densification lowers quality of life.
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Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:07 PM

Oak Bay needs to get over it's nimby attitude and development fear and

create a more vibrant community.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

Maintain heritage! Increase tree canopy! Both are better for the environment

and sustainable building approaches. When houses are torn down, make

sure that there are rules in place that as much of the materials as possible

are re-used or recycled by local companies that put them into other houses.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:09 PM

Enhance policies that maintain historically significant heritage features of

Oak Bay.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:57 PM

Oak Bay needs to maintain at least a minimum lot size to 5000 Sq. Feet for

single family dwellings.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

other municipalities have started to implement participatory budget process

so citizens can decide who they want to spend some of taxpayer's money.

oak bay needs to implement this so citizens can vote. a financial calculator is

not the same.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Spend more on our remarkable natural areas and shoreline. We must restore

them, stop their degradation.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

Land Use Policies:- most of the information you hear about housing is based

on views from various Builders’ Associations and idealists expecting low

costs homes for their families. Theses voices are disproportionately over

presented, and not representative of the overall community view. Preserving

the character of Oak Bay, and reining in high rises is one of your most

important functions

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

Seems to be working fine and do not want additional staff and elected

officials spending any more time.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

The current level of communication and engagement is fully adequate, if not

more than is needed. The city website is very useful and the ability to stream

council meetings ex post is great. I am not convinced that more plans will

make life in Oak Bay better.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:21 PM

I think most people that live in OB don't want to increase densification and

would like their views known.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 10:50 AM

i am very sad to see large houses and condo buildings on small lots. The

very large house that went up blocks my view and I look straight into their

rooms. There are only 3 people living there. So much for small footprints

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

wouldn't it be nice if all that goes on behind the scenes was not a big secret

,like hiring so many more beaurcrats !!!!! It was so much better 20 years ago

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:27 PM

Land use policies and municipal plans are very important for both the short-

and long-term prosperity of any location. I would really enjoy for the

municipality to communicate with 3rd party professionals about how to plan

for the future population growth while maintaining the self sufficient

atmosphere.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

With the hiring of the Communications Specialist, I have noticed that

information conveyed to the public has greatly improved.
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Anonymous
2/04/2020 05:33 PM

I think there should be a Citizen Advisory Committee made up of volunteers

with varing backgrounds. As well, I think we should work hard to maintain

Oak Bays unique character.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 12:40 AM

Ensure voice to Gen X'er's who are the fuel of the municipality into next 20

years. Find appropriate forums to give this voice.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

I'm new to Oak Bay so maybe I'm not yet plugged in, but would like to see

more community engagement especially since this is a stable neighbourhood

that isn't looking to grow (or so it seems), therefore we should have more

time to talk about quality of life and ensuring services continue to reflect the

demographics of the community.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:42 AM

Our village centres could benefit from more strategic focus to try to make

them more relevant and accessible for the immediately surrounding

communities and even destinations for the greater community.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 04:32 PM

There is such a thing as too much consultation and it appears to impede

Councils ability to make timely decisions. Some consultation with subject

matter experts should also be included not just the noisy minority.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

all these (expensive facilitated) "consultations" seem like busywork while

bureaucrats and politicians do what they planned from the start i regret

wasting my time at so many of them in the last several years when i was left

feeling manipulated rather than heard i particularly hate to see OB wasting

large sums of money on fake consultants

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

Please use the Oak Bay News to convey information: a weekly report would

be ideal. Decisions reached. Methods of implementation. Short and long term

plans. etc More information, easily accessed, is crucial.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 12:42 PM

The current bylaws are antiquated and enforced only on a complaint basis.

This creates a lot of upset for home owners trying to improve their homes

and quality for investment.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

If the library, Monterey Centre and Municipal Hall are ever re designed... a

town square would be awesome!

Anonymous
2/10/2020 09:31 PM

Our neighbourhood has many wood burning fireplaces. We have found that

on numerous days over the past few months we are not able to open our

windows or go outside and do lawn work, have our children play in the yard

etc bc of the vast amount of smoke in our neighbourhood. We come inside

after being outside for 3 minutes smelling like smoke. Many have lung/health

issues where smoke inhalation is a major health concern. We need

regulations in place to keep our air clean so oak bay citizens can enjoy

healthy lifestyles and be outdoors. This is also a big environmental concern.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

Qualified, professional opinions for healthy, sustainable growth of our

community are needed. There are too many special interests and vocal

minorities driving the agenda and preventing diversity in the community.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:44 AM

Too much spent on planning dept. We are fully built out. Stop wasting tax

dollars for the benefit of the developer community.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:26 AM

Great website. Thanks you. Would like to see main arteries improved and

built up (within reason)
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Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

Development is an issue. Oak Bay should not change the current density.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:39 PM

I like that Oak Bay has very strict criteria

Anonymous
2/12/2020 07:22 PM

more bike lanes and bike friendly routes

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

We need to come up with a forward looking OCP and then stick to it, not spot

rezone particular parcels using DPs and other methods, which result in poor

planning.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:39 PM

Find a way to increase density-condos etc. - along key corridors

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:07 PM

Oak Bay Council has a lot of work to do to improve the engagement of

residents in the life and governance of the community. Council still functions

much like a small private club. Please get out into the community and provide

citizens with opportunities to participate meaningfully. Support structures that

give us chances to get involved in our neighbourhoods. Robust citizen

participation leads to stronger communities and better decision-making.

Disengagement and exclusion is unfortunately a longstanding tradition in Oak

Bay

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

Just the fact that I only stumbled on this survey by noticing a very small

article in the Oak Bay News (which I only read sometimes so this was luck)

speaks to how poor communication and engagement is in Oak Bay. One

would have to check the website regularly to know what's going on and those

of us busy with jobs and children don't tend to do that. So what demographic

has the biggest voice in Oak Bay? Well to do retiree's? I find it often doesn't

seem to represent me and my family and we sometimes feel uncomfortable

living in this community, it feels like the voices that are heard the most are

those of a small, privileged minority (the deer issue is a good example of

that). Council needs to be more inclusive and recognize the diversity within

the community.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:40 PM

Council has made great strides lately developing land policies. Also, an

outreach strategy to engage residents is due.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:56 PM

-Overall need for better and easier communication. -More advance notice of

meeting -Informed access via internet

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:50 AM

Unhappy regarding exceptions that were permitted for Abstract on corner of

Bowker and C.B Road. Minimal setbacks, poor design and lack of adequate

asking.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:26 AM

-Notify residents when street cleaning in advance to ensure moving of

vehicles. -Increase residents input on replacing sidewalks -Increase seniors-

adapted residences

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:43 AM

Council meetings do not seem, in general, to invite input from the public.

There is an illusion, intentional or otherwise, that the outcome of a discussion

has been decided before the public meeting.
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Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:48 AM

More discussion re: protection of trees and heritage properties

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

-Engage immediate stakeholders vigorously -Enforce existing bylaws until

overhaul completed (housing strategy)

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:26 AM

Be careful - do not get dragged into too much discussion

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:31 AM

If questionnaires are used to determine citizen opinion, they should be

unbiased and not designed to get the desired answers - a flaw in the last

OCP process.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:49 AM

More communication to neighbourhood when house are being torn down and

new homes constructed. Also more neighbours should be notified when

variances are requested. Also, council should physically go and check out all

variances to see what is actually happening. And heat pumps are too noisy

for a neighbour at quiet periods they should not be permitted.

Optional question (109 responses, 232 skipped)
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Q15  Deliver cultural programs (park performances etc.)

53 (15.9%)

53 (15.9%)

205 (61.4%)

205 (61.4%)

76 (22.8%)

76 (22.8%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (334 responses, 7 skipped)
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Q16  Install & maintain public art

116 (34.5%)

116 (34.5%)

185 (55.1%)

185 (55.1%)

35 (10.4%)

35 (10.4%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (336 responses, 5 skipped)
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Q17  Manage removal and replacement of trees

31 (9.2%)

31 (9.2%)

195 (58.0%)

195 (58.0%)

110 (32.7%)

110 (32.7%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (336 responses, 5 skipped)
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Q18  Operate Henderson Recreation Centre

15 (4.6%)

15 (4.6%)

264 (80.7%)

264 (80.7%)

48 (14.7%)

48 (14.7%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (327 responses, 14 skipped)
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Q19  Operate Monterey Recreation Centre

15 (4.5%)

15 (4.5%)

272 (81.7%)

272 (81.7%)

46 (13.8%)

46 (13.8%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (333 responses, 8 skipped)
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Q20  Operate Oak Bay Recreation Centre

6 (1.8%)

6 (1.8%)

263 (79.2%)

263 (79.2%)

63 (19.0%)

63 (19.0%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (332 responses, 9 skipped)
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Q21  Plan, design, construct and maintain natural areas

14 (4.2%)

14 (4.2%)

198 (58.8%)

198 (58.8%)

125 (37.1%)

125 (37.1%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (337 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q22  Plan, design, construct and maintain parks

9 (2.7%)

9 (2.7%)

203 (60.1%)

203 (60.1%)

126 (37.3%)

126 (37.3%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (338 responses, 3 skipped)
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Q23  Plan, design, construct and maintain playing fields

23 (7.0%)

23 (7.0%)

247 (74.8%)

247 (74.8%)

60 (18.2%)

60 (18.2%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (330 responses, 11 skipped)
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Q24  Build and maintain playgrounds

22 (6.6%)

22 (6.6%)

244 (73.7%)

244 (73.7%)

65 (19.6%)

65 (19.6%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (331 responses, 10 skipped)
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Q25  Provide archive services

60 (18.5%)

60 (18.5%)

235 (72.3%)

235 (72.3%)

30 (9.2%)

30 (9.2%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (325 responses, 16 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

Most amenities are maintained to a reasonable level now. I use the

Recreation Oak Bay facilities quite often and find the equipment,

infrastructure etc. to be kept in good condition.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:19 PM

The public art that takes place in Oak Bay needs work. I would be happy to

see more community engaged art (temporary or permanent murals, mosaic

projects, etc) as opposed to the Arts Alive program that seems to always

feature small numbers of already established artists that doesn't engage the

community outside of the voting process.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:38 PM

Parks and Recreation are an important part of the community and if it’s used

for 100% of the population. To use the money for public art when the roads in

the infrastructure is in such bad shape is ridiculous. Developers can sponsor

public art as part of a building permit. but the municipality should not

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

I’m not sure what archive services you would provide, but I wouldn’t imagine

that would need a big investment.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:28 PM

Please get Oak Bay Highs field situation fixed now! This is ridiculous and

embarrassing for the municipality and tragic for the kids at this iconic school.

1/20/2020 04:28 PM

Play areas are a good area to partner with the public to provide. Oak Bay

has quite a few green areas and as costs associated with maintaining them

increases funding must also increase.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 07:55 PM

Build a proper dog park!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 08:07 PM

Oak bay, so natural, so beautiful, does not need any further ornaments. We

are to the point that the community argues where to place the latest pieces of

art work. Recreation for community physical health should be maintained or

increased. Playgrounds should be maintained but not increased. We are

surrounded by natural play areas.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

Where is there an enclosed safe dog park in OB?

Anonymous
1/20/2020 11:15 PM

I think Uplands Park would be much better with a perimeter chip trail with

soggy areas built up for year-round use much like the Henderson chip-trail.

Minor trails should be blocked off so they can return to their natural state.

This was done in Saxe Point Park in Esquimalt many years ago and it's a

better park now.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 10:41 AM

Stop irrigation boulevards and where it makes sense turn lawn to native

meadow.

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Stop using leaf blowers please! Increase native planting so that we can

conserve water and maintenance.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

My understanding is that Oak Bay’s the percentage of older people in Oak

Bay is increasing. Everyone needs to be healthy, and it is especially

Q26  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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important for older people to have every opportunity to be active and

engaged in the community. Hence the stress on the rec centres. We have a

responsibility to restore our parks to a higher level of health and diversity.

Build pathways through Cattle Point, Uplands, and Anderson Hill. Educate

OB citizens about the need for these pathways and engage them in finding

solutions for achieving them. Fundraising, dedicating a stretch of a path to a

donor, rather than “memorial” benches, people could donate to sections of a

boardwalk. Students and others could be engaged to help build. There could

be building bees of boardwalk sections. Etc. A townhall on the general

subject could raise more ideas, especially if people understand the need to

protect our parks.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 06:02 PM

In terms of parks maintenance, I'd like to see invasive species targeted along

boulevards as well as in parks with a view to replacing with native plants.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 11:56 PM

I'm interested in a conversation about what, if any, subsidy is provided to the

golf course in Oak Bay, what level of taxation (or tax credit) is offered, and if

there is a possibility of having any of that land be offered up for public

passage/paths/walking given that tax payers may subsidize the cost of

services to the private golf course.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 12:03 AM

Please make all playgrounds universally accessible and inclusive. This would

allow disabled children and disabled caregivers the ability to be part of

community and healthy play.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 09:16 AM

The questions are too vague to answer properly.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

Your questionnaire doesn’t even address the issue of playgrounds for dogs

(only children). Many tax paying residents in OB have dogs with no off lease,

fenced area for them to play. Some parks or funding earmarked for

playgrounds should go into establishing some dog off leash, fenced areas!

(Fenced being the operative word)

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

The folks doing the garry oak restoration along the Brighton walk path are so

lovely! Would love to see them getting continued support.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:28 PM

The various recreation centres and parks are important components of our

community. While these should be maintained, I assume the administration

reviews the programming and hours of operation to see if there are

opportunities to save money or provide a broader range of services within

existing funding.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

I am aware that I haven't opted to decrease any services, and realize that

implies an increase in taxation. I think we are fortunate to have such a well-

managed municipality, and it is worth more investment.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:06 PM

I would rather see more entertainment in the park and city than purchasing

more public art.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Stop the indiscriminate removal of trees without Permission. Any removed

tree must be replaced by TWO PLANTED TREES, NOT BUSHES.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 03:36 PM

It would be really nice to see additional resources for youth in the

neighborhood, like expanding the skate park at oak bay, adding diving boards
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at Oak bay pool, or developing more bike trails / paths for commuting to

schools. As well, the boat launch at cattle point is in disrepair and making

that an easier launch which even if a paid launch would support more local

activities on the water.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 08:26 PM

Archive services can be done by volunteers.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 10:37 PM

Upgrade the Windsor tennis courts. Put pickle ball courts at Windsor instead

of Carnarvon

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:01 AM

Where is the Canarvon park redesign status? Why was daycare space not

incorporated into the design based on the current and future needs for that

service? Outdoor basketball courts at schools are not good and there could

be improvements and an increase in their numbers. Make more outside play

opportunities for children and adults. Recreation increases life expectancy

and happiness.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 08:35 PM

Leave Turkey Head as it is. Do Not build performance area there. Do not

place the summer pianos in residential locations.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Decrease public art initiatives until infrastructure challenges are overcome.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

There is only one play park I have seen used by many children of all ages,

that is Willows beach. Some of the other "play parks" could be used for

seniors only, who need affordable apartments to live in. We have earned this

right, we supported Oak Bay.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 12:53 PM

Maintain the use of municipal crews to look after all of this. Stop private

participation.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 01:23 PM

I love the concerts at Willows Park in the summer.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Oak Bay spends too much time on activities that homeowners should do

(curbside lawn trimming, road cleaning, tree removal) that the private sector

should support (public art, cultural programs) or are of limited benefit (natural

areas maintenance, oxymoron?) We don't want an ever increasing nanny

state maintenance burdening the tax base, supported by ever decreasing

number of tax paying residents.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

Without having looked at the budgets for the recreation centres, it would be

interesting to see the various profitability of each. Monterey offers limited

programs, but is a great resource to seniors and and an important community

hub for our elders. What other opportunities are there for revenue generation

paired with service provision through these city facilties? For instance,

foodservice facilities are poor overall. It's time to upgrade the lounge at Oak

Bay Rec and install a family-friendly resaurant with healthy, high quality food;

add an esspesso cafe and a juice bar and this would quickly become a profit

centre. Similarly, the lack of dining options at beaches is a major missed

opportunity and service. The Willows teahouse could be replaced with a 2-

floor facility, like at Kits Beach in Vancouver. It could have a
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concession/teahouse on the ground floor run by Kiwanis, and a family

restaurant above for seated dining. Willows beach and/or the Marina could

also offer recreatation equipment rentals, like stand-up-paddle boards and

kayaks. Oak Bay residents could be offered a discount for all of these

services, effectively subsidizing their provision to locals through higher prices

charged to tourists and other visitors around the region.

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

Funding for the repair and maintenance of roads and sidewalks, and for

infrastructure upgrades and replacements must, in my opinion, take priority

over cultural programs and public art. I have an issue with providing golfing

facilities at the Henderson Recreation Centre, unless such facilities were self-

funding.

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

Funding for the repair and maintenance of roads and sidewalks and for

infrastructure upgrades and replacements, must take priority over cultural

programs and public art. The current state of our roads and sidewalks is a

disgrace for the taxes we pay. Also the weeds and growth along the roads

and streets that are not removed regularly make the area look like a

community in distress rather than a high-priced community paying high taxes.

This needs to be addressed! It is noticeable to visitors from other cities and

countries where street and city beauty is taken seriously.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 11:56 AM

The plan to plant 5000 trees by 2040 is laudable, but the timeline is far too

long -- it should be raised to a top level priority.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:19 PM

As per maintaining the District's archival services, if it's possible to have our

library maintain this repository, this would be beneficial.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:39 PM

I'm not familiar with the scope and costs of archive services so, It is hard to

make a judgement on them

1/28/2020 08:15 AM

Spend some money beautifying Willows beach, it’s a shame how there has

been little to no effort to enhance such a beautiful natural space

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

There is insufficient data to make informed selections for multiple facility

choices

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

more tennis courts, don't reduce for pickleball. More places to take dogs off

leash during off season or all year round. henderson service expansion

would be well used by the community.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

Recreation, Parks and Culture is Oak Bay’s “jewel in the crown”. The public

art and summer performances are truly amazing for a community our size.

(Just today I was asked by a visiting vancouverite for a tour of oak bay’s

sculptures rather than a proffered trip to the RBCM) Can we leverage these

community assets with further creative partnerships with volunteers like the

Friends of Uplands Park, the Public Art Committee, the Community

Association etc by supporting them to continue and furthering their work.

Providing support through physical space, small operating grants, or

volunteer coordination can allow these vibrant groups to further their work for

a very minimal cost. After seeing folks struggling to access Willows Beach

shore, I would like to see improved access for those with challenges -

elderly, disabled, baby strollers. Often, driftwood logs impede passage from
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the stairs. Dedicated ramp?

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

If the public art program which started some years ago is costing us

significant money, I would like to see less of it and spend that money on

more pressing social issues. Also stop buying one piece of art each year

please!! There reaches a point where it becomes visual pollution?

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:19 PM

All good here.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

Our parks need more maintenance in the winter months. Please complete the

asphalt pathway through Carnarvon Park. Mayor promised almost 1 year ago

to look at relocating the pickleball - still no action.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 03:15 PM

Encourage people to plant more indigenous trees; ensure our natural areas

have enough indigenous trees; ensure that boulevard trees are not harmful to

drains or sewer systems. Recent visitors marvelled at the facilities at the

Monterey and OB Rec centres.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

improve walkways..eg. Willows esplanade, Cattle Point Repair and maintain

roads and sidewalks

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:00 PM

Henderson Rec Centre could do a lot more to reach out to the elderly

residents and younger families of the North Henderson community. There is

no communication between the HRC and the North Oak Bay Community

Association.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:01 PM

provide an off leash area for dogs. This is very limited right now

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

Green spaces are always good Karma.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:27 AM

I would love to see some enhancements to Fireman's Park. Please daylight

Bowker Creek, add walking trails, and get rid of the lower baseball field. The

neighbouring community will support this! Also please add more basketball

courts to Fireman's Park and Willows Beach.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:10 AM

Build a proper sport facility at Carnarvon Pickle ball courts and outdoor sport

court at Henderson.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Community gathering for services and celebration are essential to life in Oak

Bay.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:56 AM

The border of Oak Bay follows the shoreline on two sides. It would be

wonderful to be able to walk (or cycle) all the way along Oak Bay’s shoreline

(except in the spots where private property prohibits) on wide walkways with

well-kept beautified surroundings. This has already been started in small

segments of the municipality, but much of the public shoreline is unkempt

and tacky with narrow and crumbling sidewalks, concrete bunker-like

structures, weeds and rusty industrial-looking railings. It would be a wonderful

legacy to transform it into a walkway we can all enjoy and be proud of.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:48 PM

Please stop sticking public art in front of our naturally beautiful settings like

shorelines or parks. If you absolutely must have it, confine it to the urban

area around shops. It clashes horribly with the more natural nature settings!
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Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

I believe public art adds a lot to peoples enjoyment of place and time.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

Look for efficiencies in the maintenance of the parks.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:47 PM

Maintain current facilities no need to build pickle ball courts when both tennis

and pickle ball can use same courts

Anonymous
1/31/2020 06:44 PM

Average age is lowering. Limited services and recreation. Really limited

park/playgrounds.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

Work with BC Government to make Rec Centre programs more affordable so

that people live healthier lifestyles and children can join recreational

programming and learn how to swim so that we can help keep the population

healthier and out of the hospital = Prevention

2/01/2020 07:49 AM

Less restrictions on removing oak trees.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 11:04 AM

Please increase funding for our parks and natural areas. We need more

green spaces undisturbed by pets and people - stay on trails and pets on

leash.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

Henderson rec centre should be scaled back to reduce operating expenses,

which will help to reduce taxes.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Declare south oak bay and uplands a heritage district altogether.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 12:13 PM

Please don’t ever change the natural areas and some manicured areas in

Willows Park, Uplands Park and Cattle Point. It is perfect the way it is. The

archives is central to the well-being of the municipality.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

Stay the course

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

The physical buildings/facilities are good and should be maintained. The

fields and parks be maintained so that they are used by the public; no need

to additional playgrounds if fields/parks maintained. I do not feel public art

and cultural performances are a financial priority for the municipality as there

are many other groups offering cultural and artistic events.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 07:22 PM

Drainage in parks could be looked at. Also, more off-leash dog park areas

would be good.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

Parks are heavily used, so the city needs to ensure that they are maintained,

garbage is picked up and the "poop and scoop" by law is enforced.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:21 PM

When I say "decrease" for the rec centres it's to make the users pay more.

Users should fund almost the entire cost of running the place.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:26 PM

As I commented in a previous section, South Oak Bay needs an off-leash

field for dogs to run in the afternoon/evening, similar to the way Windsor is in

the morning.
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Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:59 PM

Please provide a fully fenced, leash-free dog park!!!!! Our community needs

one!

Anonymous
2/04/2020 10:50 AM

Oak bay is the only city that doesn't give a seniors rate to the annual pass for

the rec centre. Since I moved here much has been taken away from seniors,

many of the Monterey programmes are too expensive for fixed income

senior. The cheapest outing is $50 and the fitness programmes are so

expensive. I go to other cites for my rec. programmes. Shame on you!

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

more green space not more squeezing in monster homes

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:27 PM

In addition to comment regarding making plans for land use, having cultural

programs and other local reasons for congregation are key to having a

positive community - see Jane Jacobs' thoughts on "eyes on the street". This

also builds local pride, bringing both more demand for the area and home

owners who are more likely to spend their free time locally and engage with

local shops as well.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

Oak Bay Recreation Centre as a whole is lacking in programs after work

(after 4:00pm) and it appears the fitness classes only caters to non-working

public.

2/04/2020 04:06 PM

Carnavon park is looking derelict

Anonymous
2/04/2020 04:59 PM

Oak Bay's public spaces are pretty basic compared to other municipalities.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 12:40 AM

tennis courts need to be properly maintained (windsor, carnarvon), like

Victoria is doing

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

As a dog owner we need more off-leash areas for our pets. In winter at least

we have the beaches but in spring and summer some parks are off-limits as

are the beaches. You need a car to drive to other towns which isn't an option

for everyone. The cynical side of me says the over-abundance of animal

control is designed as a form of revenue generation when coupled with the

lack of public spaces for our dogs to be free.

2/06/2020 11:25 AM

Question 17. By planning, designing and constructing in natural areas, by

definition they become human made and not natural. Perhaps two other

suggested answers, left alone and Disneyland theme park?

Anonymous
2/06/2020 12:29 PM

More tennis courts. The courts at Windsor are dangerous and must be

redone ASAP.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 04:32 PM

I would caution against removing healthy trees that are deemed not native in

favour of "native" species particularly with climate change. The emphasis

should be on trees which can adapt to change. Designing and constructing

natural spaces is an oxymoron. Maintain our recreation centres is important

to all ages and stages of OB life.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

the public art program seems like a nice idea but i think it has gotten too

intrusive i would like to see less of it and more consideration of appropriate

spaces - stay away from wilder areas and erect the pieces in the village or
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similar places, not beaches, foreshore, etc (some of the art is awful)

Anonymous
2/07/2020 10:14 PM

Where is the category of building more dog parks? Oak bay currently does

not have any fenced in dog parks and very limited amount for off-leash

areas. If Oak Bay is going to have strict by-laws about having dogs on the

leash, they should make these by-laws easy to follow by creating safe places

in the community for dogs.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

The public art program needs a total revamping. I am in support of public art

that is carefully chosen by a qualified jury of art professionals. Our willy nilly

approach to displaying any and all art that is submitted/donated is

embarrassing, distracting and annoying. "Avert your eyes" has become my

motto! Oak Bay is one of the most beautiful places on earth. The artwork

must be carefully chosen, and situated. Donations should not be accepted,

no matter how 'expensive' they are. We should not be the home of peoples'

vanity projects. There are many cities in Canada and the US with good public

art programs. Let's learn from them. Oak Bay provides many opportunities for

physical sports and leisure activities. We need to look at an arts centre, with

a printmaking studio, etc. to provide visual arts classes to people of all ages.

Martha Street Studio in Winnipeg is an excellent example of a centre that

receives government and foundation funding to provide artist co-op space, as

well as classes to the public, and outreach programs to marginalized

populations.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

Work on POTHOLES before putting any more money into ART. As much as I

enjoy what is there now - no more money should be spent on it - we have

bigger problems. Oak bay Rec center should offer a seasons pass priced for

Seniors - to encourage seniors to part-take in the excellent variety of

programs offered there . Keeping the aging healthy!

Anonymous
2/09/2020 01:38 PM

A designated dog park would be great, there are so many dogs in Oak Bay.

Also, playing fields for kids -there are a lot of cancelled soccer practices and

games due to flooded fields (even when the turf field is in operation).

Anonymous
2/09/2020 03:49 PM

Destruction of trees should not be allowed unless there is a good reason (ie:

disease). An entire grove of well-established trees was destroyed on a

Hampshire property that, besides being an eyesore, has deprived the

neighbourhood of shade, refuge for birds, insects and small animals, and

mitigation against climate change. Permits of this nature should not be

granted.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

Dogs are not my favorite on sports fields - but we do need a place for the

many dogs in the neighbourhood to run!

Anonymous
2/10/2020 09:31 PM

Our neighbourhoods/parks /communities have many wood burning fireplaces.

Many have lung/health issues where smoke inhalation is a major health

concern. We need regulations in place to keep our air clean so oak bay

citizens can enjoy healthy lifestyles and be outdoors. This is also a big

environmental concern.

Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

Absolutely love the public art around Oak Bay. Love the pianos in summer!

Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

We need more infrastructure for bicycling in Oak Bay
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Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:26 AM

Natural surface playing fields if possible.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 05:39 PM

A proper all wheel park would be great -(bikes, skateboards,scooters)

perhaps at Canarvon. It would be great for kids (and there are lots of kids in

the neighbourhood).

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

Parks and recreation are a key area. Tax any developments, particularly big

ones like condos etc., and use that revenue to feed this area.

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

We need to prioritise infrastructure over cultural programs, recreation,

because the municipality is having difficulty achieving its core deliverables

such as streets and sidewalks. Once infrastructure is in a better place, then

the cultural program and recreation can be prioritised.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:01 PM

More playgrounds and improvements to dated rec centers are needed as

oak bay population transitions to younger families

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:07 PM

Preserving and understanding the history of our municipality is vital to

building its future. The role and profile of the OB archives needs to be

heightened. How about greater efforts to involve the community and

volunteers in its activities? Given the education levels and age profile of OB

there's a lot of untapped talent and time out there . And speaking of heritage,

how about more financial and educational support for those residents whose

property contain Garry Oaks?

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

I find the abundance of art structures a bit embarrassing, it speaks to the

privilege of Oak Bay and there's getting to be too many. I would rather see

the emphasis go towards natural environments, in today's world of climate

emergency I think that's where our efforts need to be concentrated and

money spent. We should be planting as many trees as possible, replacing

two for every one removed, and supporting those who have heritage trees on

their properties. I'm tired of seeing properties bulldozed to make for larger

houses, I've seen more and more pavement and less and less grass. To the

point about playgrounds, I don't think we need to build structures, just more

natural areas for children to run and play in.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 11:57 AM

Public parks and recreation areas are what help to make Oak Bay a stand

out community and one where we enjoy to live. Please continue to protect

and enhance them. They benefit young and old and everyone in between.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:49 PM

Please consider how the municipality will protect cattle point. Currently no

"trails" or barriers to direct people.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:56 PM

Easier access.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 02:31 PM

More and better playgrounds.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 09:20 PM

Park performances are nice. But I think of them as a "nice to do", not a need

to do. If money needs to come from somewhere, perhaps that is an area.

Anonymous Need for safe confined off leash dog parks. Limit trees allowed to be
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2/14/2020 09:50 AM removed in order to build larger homes when original home

removed/demolished.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:26 AM

Plan, design, construct parks to service all segments of the population

especially services as they are most prevalent in Oak Bay.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:48 AM

Protect existing trees and green spaces. Protect heritage buildings. Decrease

development (i.e. large houses), they do not fit into the

environment/neighbourhood

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

Maintenance of all facilities at current level before adding new...watch the

demographic. Efficiency first.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:26 AM

Fix Willows Beach play area. More public pickle ball courts.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:28 AM

I love the public art. Also P+R programs.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:31 AM

I support installing and maintaining public art, but perhaps every 2 years

instead of every year.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:49 AM

Real grass playing fields with excellent drainage. Too many garry oaks are

being destroyed. Heritage trees need more protection - especially those in

house possible footprint zones. Like many of public art exhibits, especially

crow in front of library and wolves chasing the deer, and and lady with globe

on head, but note neighbourhood is getting cluttered. It would be nice to see

a fountain/water display somewhere. A 50 m pool would have been better. It

would be nice to have a large outdoor pool for swimming lengths and beach

side entry for other leisure swimmers and kids.

Optional question (114 responses, 227 skipped)
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Q27  Enforce municipal bylaws (bylaw enforcement)

47 (14.0%)

47 (14.0%)

206 (61.3%)

206 (61.3%)

83 (24.7%)

83 (24.7%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (336 responses, 5 skipped)
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Q28  Provide fire prevention and protection services

19 (5.6%)

19 (5.6%)

290 (85.8%)

290 (85.8%)

29 (8.6%)

29 (8.6%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (338 responses, 3 skipped)
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Q29  Provide police services

19 (5.6%)

19 (5.6%)

276 (81.7%)

276 (81.7%)

43 (12.7%)

43 (12.7%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (338 responses, 3 skipped)
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Q30  Prepare for emergencies (emergency program)

17 (5.0%)

17 (5.0%)

235 (69.7%)

235 (69.7%)

85 (25.2%)

85 (25.2%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (337 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q31  Enforce parking regulations (Commissionaires)

96 (28.8%)

96 (28.8%)

199 (59.8%)

199 (59.8%)

38 (11.4%)

38 (11.4%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (333 responses, 8 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

All good in this category.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:38 PM

The parking commissioners have gotten so out of control that people can’t

stay at the Monterey Center even when they joined the Monterey Center so

that they can play bridge and paid their fees. The parking commissioners are

not a service that is needed. Put the money in policing

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:56 PM

There seem to be a large number of vehicle thefts in Oak Bay. And a

disturbing number of home break-ins.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:28 PM

The Fire Hall needs replacing, the equipment is dated. The Police building

needs replacing. These two entities are the pride of our municipality and

should be treated in kind.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:07 PM

We live on Hampshire/Bowker and Sometimes it’s hard to get parking in front

of our own home. I’m worried that once the Bowker Abstract Development is

finished, it will be harder.

1/20/2020 04:28 PM

Oak Bay is fortunate to have a real community minded Fire and Police

Departments. The Emergency Program over the last few years has also

come a long way in establishing itself as a leader in the region. Costs will

increase over the years and our budget must reflect these associated costs.

Staffing in all areas of the Municipality could obviously increase, but with well

thought out regional plans it should not be necessary

Anonymous
1/20/2020 05:06 PM

Get rid of the (ridiculous) bylaw provision that requires an otherwise legally

parked and insured vehicle to be moved from a public parking space every

24 hours. Encourage people to walk, cycle or take transit for their daily

commute and perhaps use their car for larger trips or errands on the

weekend. Requiring moving that car every 24 hours is completely detrimental

to such a goal!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:10 PM

Willows Beach and park are subject to much scofflaws and abuse from dog

owners.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 08:07 PM

Oak Bay Police & Fire are the backbone of our community. They keep Oak

Bay Oak Bay, without them we would be Victoria. A sad broken soul with

many young people being allowed to live on the street. That situation helps

no one.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:50 PM

Raise the fine for parking violations. Boot the cars of repeat offenders and

those that don't pay/ignore fines. Limit the salary increases of Police and Fire

departments, they are very well paid for what they do, especially the

Firefighters.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

Zero enforcement of private property snow removal for the last few years.

Same rental properties and no desire to enforce when contacted. This needs

to change!Why do you spend our tax $'s on studies you have no intention of

moving forward on? I reference the Speed limit review of 2016 where it

makes several recommendations to improve traffic safety and flow by

Q32  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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increasing speed limits on some routes to reflect the 85th percentile and the

resultant drawing away of traffic on side streets. Perhaps you need to look at

your own policy regarding any study and make commitments up front prior to

spending $'s that could be used elsewhere

Anonymous
1/20/2020 11:15 PM

I think we could experience problems from rising sea levels faster than

anticipated and we need to be prepared.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 10:41 AM

We need to study, plan and budget for climate mitigation/tsunami

areas/coastal residential areas, with regards for storm water outflows and

flooding.

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Police should walk or bike around to create safe community and knowledge

between police and residents. Stop harassing young people sitting in their

cars on a date. Stop idling at schools and residential areas. Amalgamate with

ither municipalities to increase safety in greater victoria

Anonymous
1/21/2020 01:58 PM

We do not have very many fires. The Fire department would like you to

believe they are needed for emergency health care calls. But they are not

needed as often as they would like you to believe. We have a climate

emergency. Please include that in emergency preparations.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 02:13 PM

Oakbay has way to many police officers. It’s ridiculous.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

Please enforce pet restrictions. How? I would put dog and cat movement

restrictions under environmental concerns. Compromised and stressed birds

and compaction of park lands. People just don’t think about these things.

They don’t know what they are doing, or the impact that it is having. Could a

partnership with the Oak Bay News be useful to have a focussed education

campaign, an article a week for a month addressing an issue, interviewing

pet owners and others about these concerns, their concerns. Foster a culture

of appreciation for well tended pets. Again — townhalls, public education

meet ups, etc.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 06:02 PM

The ability to enforce a bylaw should be a consideration when drafting one.

I'd estimate that less than 1/2 of homes did sidewalk snow removal recently,

for example. It wasn't people who were unable, it was people who just didn't

want to spend the money or just don't care. These same people have

gardening services and could easily have employed the same workers for

winter maintenance, but didn't. Cats aren't supposed to be at large, and yet

they are. People park on the wrong side of the street and onto the curbs,

without enforcement. The list goes on. Why have bylaws which we don't have

the staffing to enforce?

Anonymous
1/22/2020 09:16 AM

Increase as needed due to circumstances - is there a need to increase?

again really too vague to answer.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

Put this information on your website, it's 2020, there is ZERO excuse to not

have digital public access to the municipal bylaws as well as the processes of

appealing any fines or tickets. Your bylaw enforcement policy in my

experience as a resident has been arbitrary and opaque. I couldn't get any

information about certain policies or bylaws, even when it was directly

requested via phone or email.
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Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

I applaud the Police Department's ongoing work to collaborate with other PDs

in the region. I wonder whether there are similar measures possible / ongoing

for the Fire Department.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 09:01 AM

I have previously made a bylaw complaint about signage in a residential

area. First told by staff it must be in writing. Then told staff won’t act unless

there are two or more complaints. Is this an actually written policy or direction

from council? What is the point of having bylaws if they are not enforced. It

should not be residents jobs to go find seconders for bylaws infractions to be

enforced. Instruct staff to enforce bylaws if complaints are received please.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Focus on By-law enforcement that both protects and enforced the present

and future care of our OB and world. Don’t get bogged down in what’s not

important.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

There has been a significant increase in the number of downtown homeless

incursions into Oak Bay for theft...need more police presence.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 10:15 PM

I would support an increase in fire and police protection if council felt it

necessary.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 02:02 PM

I would like to see the sign bylaws enforced in residential neighborhoods

without the need for only responding to complaints. The proliferation of cheap

signs telling people to slow down, watch for children, watch for deer, and

others advertising things like Christmas light installation are against the

bylaws and should be removed as a matter of course on public property and

property owners should be warned or fined for those on private property.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Increase density related bylaws. Better communicate need for current and

future police service needs.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 01:14 PM

Encourage by an incentive.. to have cars park in their own driveways!!

People are blocking roads all the time and not paying for the spot with their

taxes.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Safest place in Canada hardly needs the robust police force we have. Most

issues are mental health and social, probably a couple of cheaper social

workers than expensive trained police is money better spent. More reservists

trained for special police needs (road races etc).

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

I totally support Oak Bay having its own firefighting and policing services. I

believe amalgamating these services with the CRD would be a disaster for

Oak Bay. I rely upon these entities to advise Council on the need for more

resources. I want to ensure that Oak Bay remains a "welcoming" community

for all visitors. I do not and will not support Oak Bay changing for parking

within the Municipality. We need look no further than the City of Victoria to

witness an example of the negative consequences of charging for parking.

Please - no parkades in Oak Bay.

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

I totally support Oak Bay having its own firefighting and policing services and

do not support amalgamation. These organizations are doing a great job of

supporting our community and responding quickly to any calls or concerns

which would be lost in amalgamation.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 11:56 AM

Bylaw enforcement is not so much an issue as getting fair contributions from

developers and home-owners for variances. The community amenity
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amounts are ridiculously low, and developments such as the one at Bowker

avenue are not paying their fair share, especially when they will bring further

pressure to an already-ageing infrastructure.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:39 PM

I don't recall ever seeing Commissionaires in Oak Bay; it would be important

to understand the magnitude of problem (parking violations) currently in order

to make a determination on item #27

Anonymous
1/27/2020 08:37 PM

Why enforce antiquated bylaws!

1/28/2020 08:15 AM

such services should be across the city of victoria. We are too small and we

spend way too much money proportionately on having our own services here

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Review efficiencies/inefficiencies of emergency services as a basis for

decision making

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

getting harder to find parking on Oak Bay ave. likely due to parking all day in

2 hour zones. Side street parking bylaws not enforced in residential, n.oak

bay areas near UVic especially.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

Do we encourage/support development of block watch programs? This could

also be a vehicle to support disaster response.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:49 AM

Amalgamate emergency services!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

The municipality is doing a good job in these areas as far as I can

tell...except for cat control and some driving/cycling infringements which go

unenforced!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:19 PM

Please raise the fines for traffic and parking violations. The rate is too low to

be a deterrent to those who willfully flout the rules.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

Increase law enforcement of speeding, failing to obey stops signs, yielding to

pedestrians etc. Beach Drive is a speedway with no enforcement.. Street

racing common

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:01 PM

coordinate with other municipalities but keep services independent

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

Oak Bay Ave is like a shooting gallery and pedestrians are the ducks. Please

control the arrogance of the drivers and improve pedestrian safety.

Noise bylaws: Problems with poorly mufflered cars, dogs in restricted areas

(eg Turkey Head walkway, unleashed dogs in leash-only areas), etc Fire dept

is accessible and employees very approachable; it is easy to get information,

appropriate signage, etc.

Better manage street parking at construction sites.

Please please please spend some time to review and update some of the

very old and outdated bylaws in Oak Bay. For instance, not being able to put

a for sale sign in your car on the street in front of your house.

1/31/2020 09:19 AM

1/31/2020 09:48 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:27 AM

Anonymous Speed limits need to be enforced better. We live on a downhill part of
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1/31/2020 10:53 AM Cadboro Bay Rd and I would wager only 10 out of 100 cars are actually

adhering to the speed limit.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:10 AM

Amalgamate the fire service with City of Victoria

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Oak bay police and fire do an excellent job connecting to the community.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

No.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

Oak bay Ave parking needs to have lines painted to identify the space for

each vehicle to park in. Enforce the RESIDENTIAL PARKING

REQUIREMENTS BY-LAW 4.1 - 4.9. Enforce the restriction of the parking of

commercial vehicles in residential areas over night.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 06:44 PM

Parking enforcement needs to be triple what’s it is. There is NO point having

bylaws that can’t enforce. Special events at the least - it would easily pay for

itself.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:57 PM

By laws regarding motor homes in front driveways should be informed.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 11:04 AM

Perhaps there should be a charge for parking at the boat ramp at Cattle

Point. It quite often appears that vehicles park at random and boat trailers

clutter,the whole area.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 12:43 PM

1) amalgamate fire and police. 2) stop fire dept from acting as first

responders - leave that to ambulances.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

Amalgamate the leadership for police and fire departments with another

municipality so there is one fire chief and one police chief etc. Oak bay fire

station/police station can still exist to operate and service the community.

Reason: fire/police standards should not be that different among the

municipalities. Moreover, cost sharing for these services is another strategy

to help reduce taxes in Oak Bay.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Enforce dog regulations a lot better. Dogs everywhere is unacceptable.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 10:35 AM

Look at potential synergies with other fire and police departments.Does every

district/municipality need its own Fire Chief, Depty Fire Chief, etc.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

Pragmatism is appropriate in the building permit and variance area, especially

where long standing variances need to be corrected

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

Satisfied with current levels of service and protection.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

It would be nice to see more emphasis on holding to account construction

projects that make sidewalks impassable and involve trucks which block

traffic. I would also like to see more enforcement of speed limits and "Stop"

signs.

Anonymous OB has too many firefighters and cops for what actually happens in this
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2/03/2020 09:21 PM neighbourhood.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

I hate to think of if and when we have the big quake , it will be a gong show ,

if going by what happened with the floods just recently !! No help everything

was out, even the fire dept had a bad shop vac that didn't work ....that's a

disgrace

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:05 PM

Parking in and around Landsdowne area us never informed. People park all

day in 2hr zones aswell in front of fire hydrants due to no yellow lines being

painted in front of hydrants. Last time I checked this is a ticketable offence

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

Secondary suites exist in Oak Bay. As a result, there are more and more

vehicles illegally parked where they shouldn't be because there aren't enough

spaces. Hire a full time bylaw officer.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

Oak Bay is known a where you get tickets. Is it really necessary to be so

heavy handed? Supporting local businesses may require a lighter touch and

more common-sense when it comes to enforcement while more effort is

made on more serious crime.

Anonymous
2/06/2020 10:23 AM

-The Bylaw not allowing dogs to run free on school property should be

reviewed/altered. These areas are fully fenced and ideal for dogs. Lets work

with existing structures and locations rather than create new. -Police force

should be combined with Victoria

2/06/2020 11:25 AM

I have only clicked increase on question 26, but as the possibility of

emergencies seem to be increasing, fire, police and bylaw enforcement may

also need extra attention. More pumps for floods, enforcement of snow

clearing, leaves covering drains, etc bylaws.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:42 AM

Bylaw enforcement is also a function of how well the bylaws are written - too

many arcane and petty bylaws makes enforcement difficult and expensive....

council has direct influence on this.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 04:32 PM

We are very lucky to have the fire and police services that we have. If you

look at regionalization of health services, we have a top heavy bureaucracy

and poor service. There is nothing to suggest that regional fire and policing

would fair any better. It would be nice to get parking off most residential

streets or restrict it to one side of the road.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

there is something ridiculous about our full time police and fire departments -

they cost so much and have so little to do

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

Pan handlers should not be allowed in Oak Bay.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 12:42 PM

With Climate change we will be needing more emergency preparedness

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

Our Oak Bay Police are amazing!

Anonymous
2/10/2020 05:50 PM

Enforcement is too lax regarding the amount of vegetation that encroaches

onto sidewalks.

Anonymous
2/11/2020 03:18 PM

deal with wood burning fireplaces all over oak bay. it is ridiculous for an

environmentally sensitive population to allow this.
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Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

Our police officers and fire fighters do an amazing job of keeping us safe and

sound.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:44 AM

Police and Fire are community gems. They need protection from the

amalgamation/integration schemers downtown.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 05:39 PM

Enforce speed - we are on a small street (Pacific, between Cadboro bay and

Eastdowns), and people come flying down the street at very high speeds. I

think other streets in Thai neighbourhood have the same problem as people

try to cut through the neighbourhood to get to other areas of town.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

Money is better spent than busting parking offenders.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:39 PM

They do a great job. Increase the number of disability spots. The population

is getting older and we need more spots

Anonymous
2/12/2020 07:22 PM

less parking enforcement more bike encouragement

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

There are many unsightly properties that could be dealt with by the

municipality (and costs recovered) but they are left to persist in unsightly

states. Police traffic enforcement must be greatly enhanced as some of the

streets are pretty lawless with regard to reckless speeding.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:01 PM

Enforce oak bay residents only at elgin public works refuse station

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

I would like to see more communication on emergency preparation specific to

Oak Bay. I hesitated on the enforcing of parking regulations, I don't like the

thought of spending more money on commissionaires, and I think we can be

a welcoming community where it's easy to park. Having said that, I live on a

street with residential parking only signs that are largely ignored and its

frustrating to not be able to park in front of my own home because someone

is using my street like a parking lot. But when I've chosen to contact Oak Bay

because someone has left their car unattended in front of my home for long

stretches, I've found the response pretty disappointing, the resident only

parking doesn't seem to be treated seriously.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:49 PM

Bylaws in natural area parks could be reviewed. Chuck-it ball throwing in an

area destroys the native plants. Possible increase in dogs on leash and

designation of dogs off leash areas. Dog walkers...

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:31 AM

Providing a greater police service ensures a more safer and aware

community in general.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:50 AM

Need for people to make room for their own car(s) on their own property.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:26 AM

Reduce/change regulations i.e. dog leash access to parks. This is a waste of

dollars as irresponsible dog owners will not clean up regardless of leashes

and parks are not monitored 24/7. Also, responsible owners find this petty

tracking very offensive. There is also inconsistency among park regulations

ie. Windsor vs. Carnarvon.
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Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

Increase enforcement mandatory. Level of service more than adequate.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:49 AM

-Keep Oak Bay a separate municipality -Do not see Oak Bay police vehicles

patrolling neighbourhood as frequently as previous years.

Optional question (92 responses, 249 skipped)
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Q33  Regulate vacation rentals (e.g. Airbnb)

73 (22.1%)

73 (22.1%)

120 (36.3%)

120 (36.3%)

138 (41.7%)

138 (41.7%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (331 responses, 10 skipped)
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Q34  Regulate to protect the environment

16 (4.7%)

16 (4.7%)

153 (45.4%)

153 (45.4%)
168 (49.9%)

168 (49.9%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (337 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q35  Regulate to protect heritage

58 (17.4%)

58 (17.4%)

169 (50.6%)

169 (50.6%)

107 (32.0%)

107 (32.0%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (334 responses, 7 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

Please keep an eye on over development of heritage areas and properties.

We don't want to become another 'Vancouver Westside' where character

homes and buildings have been lost.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:33 PM

More public EV charging opportunities!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:28 PM

We must continue to allow for development. Pursue condo buildings,

structures allowing the tax base to grow in order to encourage the population

to get younger!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:07 PM

Speeding is out of hand in Oak Bay. We are close to the corner of

Hampshire/Bowker and it’s crazy and reckless how fast people are driving.

Kids are riding their bikes to and from school and there are people that go

right through that intersection without stopping!

1/20/2020 04:28 PM

Transient housing is becoming more and more an issue in our

neighbourhood with noise and vehicles. Of Oak Bay is going to allow this type

of occupancy, then licenses and fees should be applied. It is a tax source

that only affects the individual not the general public.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:10 PM

The very nature of Oak Bay is being destroyed by developers and greed such

as displayed by Abstract

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:37 PM

Climate action is the top priority: both mitigation and adaptation.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 08:07 PM

Oak Bay residents protect the environment as a matter of pride and principle.

We do not need "big Brother" telling us to "do the right thing", we do it. We do

not need others to tell us how to manage "our properties", they are ours, not

our neighbors. With regard to heritage, I do not need "big brother", if the

"owner" is inclined to register their property then they can - not be forced by a

backhanded arrangement.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:44 PM

AirBnB should be taxed as a business. These units should not be used to

artificially increase house prices by reducing housing stock. This is an area of

potential Municipal revenue and should have the goal of pushing AirBnB out

of Oak Bay or paying a significant share of water, sewage, people err and

other impacted utilities that occur because of hidden density.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

Being that OB has many 'illegal' rental suites it would be challenging to

enforce regulations on STVR's while ignoring illegal suites. Thats selective

prosecution! Its hard to regulate heritage without free and prior knowledge of

properties as this can affect values etc. Many small older properties are full of

hazardous materials and it is safer to deconstruct them than renovate. As for

the Environment...isnt that Provincial and Federal Jurisdiction?

Anonymous
1/20/2020 11:15 PM

I would hate to see rows of box houses.

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Enforce no idling beginning with the police. Ban gas leaf blowers

Q36  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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Anonymous
1/21/2020 01:58 PM

We cannot let heritage protection get in the way of densification to allow for

more housing options. Affordable housing is part of dealing with the climate

emergency and income inequality issues which are all our responsibility to

leave a habitable planet for our children.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

29. The more vacation rentals the less housing stock the higher the prices.

Even older people can’t easily downsize within the community because of

lack of housing options. 30. This is not an option. We are the environment.

The sooner we realize there is no separation, the sooner we’ll delight in any

opportunity to ensure it treated with the respect of a family member. 31.

Heritage in both history and materials should not be binned.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 12:03 AM

Please help businesses to recycle their waste like households through

regulations and incentives.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 09:16 AM

Allow changes to larger Heritage homes for density to protect the buildings

and help affordability for homeowners. What are the rules for air bnb?

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

Developers are being favoured in OB and care needs to be taken to maintain

the character as well as not increasing density for affordable housing just to

allow affordable housing. This changes infrastructure, character, tax draws,

etc

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

As one of the more affluent neighbourhoods in Canada, Oak Bay has the

opportunity to be an environmental leader. The district can and should be

proactive about it, including waste management.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

Vacation rentals shouldn't have to have their own regulatory structure. If

there is a problem, then regular by-law (e.g., litter, mess, noise) & law

enforcement should guide us.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:06 PM

More enforcement of vacation rentals and house rentals that are not

legalized, eg 5 students or more living in a house, none related.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:17 PM

Review the current context of heritage protection in Oak Bay to determine the

cost/benefits to the homeowner and the District in enhancing heritage

protection.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

When new homes are given approval they should have to be endorsed by

some sort of heritage committee or adjacent landowners to ensure they fit the

heritage and character of the area. This is obviously not happening now

Anonymous
1/24/2020 08:26 PM

Advise the public what the rules are about Airbnb. I would love to supplement

my retirement income with Airbnb but I thought they were not allowed.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 08:35 PM

Re the environment, post more signs in appropriate places informing visitors

and reminding locals that this an idle free area. Do something about the

diesel fume-emitting hop-on tour buses that stink up and foul the air every 15

minutes or so in summer. Very noticeable on the Avenue and Beach Drive

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

Oak Bay needs to keep to the flowers, gardens and history. If buyers want to

pull a home down, move it somewhere else or destroy its heritage look. Say

no! and tell them. Maintain the home as it is. If to be torn down from old age.

It must be built in the same style, with no other design.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 01:23 PM

I think there needs to be stricter enforcement for the protection of heritage

structures.
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Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

There is WAY too much "busy body" interference by the NIMBYs and

administration in "victimless crimes" like secondary suites, on street parking

and AirBnB. We need MORE ways to increase density, use of existing

buildings to reduce cost of housing and get more people (especially young

families/students/immigrants) to move here.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

We should let vacation rentals happen easily in the city so residents can

generate some income from their homes and pay off escalating mortgage

costs. At the same time, let's reduce restrictions on tenanted basement suites

to increase rental housing available. Let's also make infill developments

easier so we can diversify the housing available and provide more

townhouse/rowhouse housing in the city for small families and empty nesters.

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

Vacation rentals should be required to compete on a level playing field with

the alternatives that contribute to the revenues of the Municipality. If that

increases the costs to regulate such facilities, so be it. In general, I do not

support the seemingly never-ending increase in scope and costs to "regulate"

our existence in Canada. We need to be very vigilant about the initiatives our

public officials embark upon in our community.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 11:14 PM

Eliminate the climate change panel. Oak Bay has no climate change issues

nor impact

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

I do not support vacation rentals in Oak Bay and have concerns of the

change it could lead to in the community.

1/28/2020 08:15 AM

Again, way too many resources spent and bureaucracy. No vision. Simply

listening to those who yell the loudest.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Need to see cost/benefit comparison to understand consequences

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

Short term rentals does nothing for the community.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

Don’t know the issues re air bnb. Feel a balanced approach is required with

heritage and environment.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:49 AM

No more Air Bnb - housing instead!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

I am not knowledgeable enough in these areas to be able to comment...

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

Don't let Abstract Developments push you around.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 03:15 PM

But be careful with heritage regulations. Houses here are built from materials

that definitely have a shorter lifespan than (e.g.) bricks. Many of our beautiful

old houses cannot last all that much longer, no matter how well they are

maintained. It would be unfair to owners to legislate these houses to be

maintained for ever after. Encourage new buildings in the same elegant style

instead of ugly cuboids.
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Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:06 PM

The municipality should get tougher. Too many OB homes are being moved

away or demolished. Monster homes are being built.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:40 PM

We need a plastic bag ban, and also more education about how pesticides

harm wildlife

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:01 PM

need to better regulate the size of houses; work to increase density

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:37 PM

Provide disincentives for developers to avoid buildings that do not honour the

traditions Oak Bay.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

We have wonderful streets. We need to protect them from waste, pollution

and too much parking.

The wall destruction was a real shame - thanks for including such structures

in the new regulations. Environmental protection can always be increased.

Being that Airbnb’s are not legal in Oak Bay, this question is misleading and

irrelevant.

Regulate to protect heritage while at the same time promote an environment

of sustainable living.

No.

I purchased my 100 year old house in the uplands in forclosure. I had to

compete with a bidder who was going to tear it down. Given the architectural

details in the house and the modest effort required to bring the house up to

snuff, this type of tear down for new construction should not be allowed. (plus

this was a foreign buyer with no legal status in canada, so it would have sat

empty)

Legalize suite rental

Do not permit short term rentals such as AIRbnb in residential areas.

Unregulated secondary suites encourages AIRbnb and short term rentals.

Secondary suites need to be identified and registered in the municipality.

Too many historical properties are being moved out of Oak Bay. And too

many heritage properties are being misused to gain favorable development

deals.

See comments previously with regards to tree cover and heritage homes.

More heritage restoration and conservation.

1/31/2020 09:19 AM

 
1/31/2020 09:48 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 02:05 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 02:26 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:07 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Anonymous
2/02/2020 12:13 PM

Regarding the Heritage Conservation in the Prospect Conservation area, we

don’t think it is a regulation that should apply in other areas in Oak Bay

especially if it restricts homeowners from creating what they want on their
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property. We think there are enough rules and regulations currently in place.

There should be more concern for owners who get approval to build giant

houses that take up almost the total lot size.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

go onto Airbnb website and look at the oak bay ads. Since Airbnb is the

hotel/motel equivalent of uber/lyft, these should be shut down

(notwithstanding arguments that housing is too expensive and the money is

needed to pay the mortgage). this brings more cars parking on the street,

unknown and transient neighbors wandering around, and other issues. You

must take control of illegal suites. continuing to turn a blind eye effectively

legalizes them. Don’t allow Oak bay to become a motel city.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

Ensure that taxes are being collected for those renting out their properties

and funds directed to primary municipal services. Oak Bay owners care about

their heritage, no additional regulation is required.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 07:22 PM

Airbnb's need to be regulated. If they are not permitted, the operators should

face fines and be asked to cease operating.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

A policy to limit vacation rentals could potentially help to expand housing

options in the city. Regulating to protect the environment should be left to the

province. The city does not have the fiscal capacity or knowledge to do this.

Focus on the core responsibilities of the city: parks, housing regulation,

roads, sewers, water, fire and police. That's enough responsibility.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:05 PM

Oak Bay is stuck in the past . Growth is key . Less restrictive policies on

larger builds would be effective

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

Oak Bay's restrictions on Airbnb and rentals seems pretty classist. If you own

your property you should be free to use it as you want provided you don't

impact your neighbours. Oak Bay should allow more flexibility while still

having some rules. There are plenty of examples of how to achieve this. We

need the energy and life of a more diverse community so as not to stagnate.

2/06/2020 11:25 AM

I clicked increase for Airbnb just because it seems that type of business is

evolving worldwide. I am not sure our current are lacking but there should be

on-going monitoring of the situation in order to keep ahead of any problems.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:42 AM

I strongly support heritage preservation but not via enforcement and

penalties. Please consider heritage density bonuses and more

accommodating practices for heritage homeowners who want to improve

their homes but are afraid to let the municipality know because of the rigid

and punitive approach the municipality takes to upgrading heritage homes.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

if we don't protect our beautiful spaces they will be gone

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

Why do we allow AirBnB is we don't allow secondary suites? Are the owners

of these suites paying additional taxes for the increased wear and tear and

demands on our neighbourhoods? We've got to get a handle on this.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

Stop encouraging more density in Oak Bay and have more no parking over

night on streets. Households should be able to have enough garage or off

street parking space to park their vehicles. This would make the streets safer

for pedestrians and cyclist with out have to invest in cycle paths.

Anonymous Home ownership is very costly and people have a right to have assistance
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2/10/2020 12:42 PM with their home costs

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

Is there where we ask about legalizing secondary suites? How will that work?

International students? Air BnB? In-law suites?

Anonymous
2/10/2020 09:31 PM

Our neighbourhood has many wood burning fireplaces. We need regulations

in place to keep our air clean so oak bay citizens can enjoy healthy lifestyles

and be outdoors. This is a big environmental concern.

Anonymous
2/11/2020 03:18 PM

add by laws against burning wood indoors

Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

More effort to preserve the lovely older and heritage homes in Oak Bay. This

is the charm of this unique and beautiful neighbourhood. Too many older

homes being destroyed and too many new houses are being built

Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

Once again, do not let vocal minorities dictate policy decisions. Seek out

qualified professional opinions.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:44 AM

Airbnb does not belong here. There is no real net-benefit to the community.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

Please stop allowing perfectly good houses to be torn down, added to

Hartland, and new houses go up that are simply not affordable to young

families. Who needs a six bedroom six bath house!!!!! Keep the houses that

exist. In the rare case of allowing a developer to pull down an existing house,

hit them with some big fees that can be used to offset the harm to the

environment from the development (and waste from the perfectly good house

they tore down).

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

Short term rental properties are not a problem and only a NIMBY issue. We

should be grateful to have tourists and seasonal visitors contributing to our

economy.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:01 PM

Need better balance with tree regulations and environmental controls. Less

rules and more impactful actions.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

I continue to stress the importance of protecting the environment and the

many species, human, animal, birds, insects that depend on the natural

world.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 11:57 AM

Are the incentives for heritage protection adequate? Or is it too costly and too

difficult for most people to even try to preserve some of these beautiful old

homes, both large and small, that add so much character to this

neighbourhood.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:56 PM

Not enough control of smaller projects.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 09:20 PM

If there residents are receiving additional funds from Airbnb the cost of

regulating them should be paid entirely by those residents operating Airbnb.

Personally, I do not support Airbnb. It is unfair to neighbours and taxpayers.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:31 AM

Keep the old buildings and houses if and when possible!

Anonymous Regulate the environment. Increase safe environment for song birds - that
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2/14/2020 10:26 AM are depleting in number every year.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

Quick response to complaint necessary again - enforcement - add fines

where appropriate. Fines (with a smile) will re-civilize behaviour.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:22 AM

Oak Bay could reduce "Regulate to protect the environment" because the

District does not have the resources to do this and it is a provincial

government responsibility.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:28 AM

A lot of older homes disappear. The older homes are the character in OB - so

allowing destruction/removal is, in the long term, not a good idea.

Optional question (85 responses, 256 skipped)
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Q37  Construct new sidewalks and bikelanes

81 (24.5%)

81 (24.5%)

138 (41.7%)

138 (41.7%)

112 (33.8%)

112 (33.8%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (331 responses, 10 skipped)
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Q38  Maintain sidewalks, bike lanes, etc.

13 (3.9%)

13 (3.9%)

210 (63.4%)

210 (63.4%)

108 (32.6%)

108 (32.6%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (331 responses, 10 skipped)
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Q39  Install bus shelters

31 (9.4%)

31 (9.4%)

215 (65.2%)

215 (65.2%)

84 (25.5%)

84 (25.5%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (330 responses, 11 skipped)
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Q40  Maintain street lights

12 (3.6%)

12 (3.6%)

265 (79.1%)

265 (79.1%)

58 (17.3%)

58 (17.3%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (335 responses, 6 skipped)
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Q41  Manage road pavement

8 (2.4%)

8 (2.4%)

127 (37.7%)

127 (37.7%)

202 (59.9%)

202 (59.9%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (337 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q42  Manage road signage, including traffic signals

19 (5.7%)

19 (5.7%)

256 (76.6%)

256 (76.6%)

59 (17.7%)

59 (17.7%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (334 responses, 7 skipped)
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Q43  Remove snow and ice from roads

20 (6.0%)

20 (6.0%)

272 (81.4%)

272 (81.4%)

42 (12.6%)

42 (12.6%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (334 responses, 7 skipped)
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Q44  Manage street parking

35 (10.6%)

35 (10.6%)

233 (70.8%)

233 (70.8%)

61 (18.5%)

61 (18.5%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (329 responses, 12 skipped)
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Q45  Maintain boulevards

28 (8.4%)

28 (8.4%)

269 (81.0%)

269 (81.0%)

35 (10.5%)

35 (10.5%)

Decrease Maintain Increase

Question options

Optional question (332 responses, 9 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

The state of the roads in my South Oak Bay is my biggest concern. Roads

have multiple potholes, uneven pavement and failing patches. An example is

Falkland Road, between Beach and Central. It is in terrible condition and

should be repaired soon.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:19 PM

How can Oak Bay encourage boulevard gardening? This would reduce the

amount that the city must allocate to maintenance while improving

community inclusion, climate targets, food security, etc. Perhaps workshop

on deer resistant boulevard gardening? Also, PLEASE fix the potholes on

Foul Bay between Oak Bay Ave and McNeil. As a cyclist these are

dangerous. To avoid them, you have to go out into the road at exactly the

point where cars are already crowding you to make the corner. Also, please

remove the "beg button" at Oak Bay ave and Foul Bay for pedestrians. These

pedestrian lights should operate on the assumption that there are always

pedestrians wanting to cross. These pedestrian lights that only display "walk"

when they are pressed cause confusion and frustration for cars and

pedestrians alike.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:38 PM

The community of old Bay has used bicycles for 50+ years. Children do not

need to be biking on main roads to get to schools. Putting bike lanes down

cadboro bay Road is dangerous and unnecessary.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

PLEASE do not put a bike like down McNeill. So disruptive and there are too

many cars on our road as is. Add a bike lane and we’ll be totally socked-in

with vehicles on one side of the street. I love biking - but don’t feel a bike

lane is required on community streets. We’ve lived on this street for 10+

years and have never seen an issue with the many bikes on the roads.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:03 PM

Need to make Oak Bay much more pedestrian friendly vs car focused,

expansion of sidewalks, more crosswalks, some actual traffic policy

enforcement re/ speed and stop signs ignored.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:07 PM

See my comment previous about street parking.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 05:06 PM

Please do some transportation planning that encourages active transportation

use - walking, cycling and the like. This means traffic calming, cycling

infrastructure and safe walking routes. We are in the unique position of being

a residential/bedroom community close to downtown and close to UVic. Our

climate allows for active transportation to occur almost year round! We

should be setting an example!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:37 PM

We could use more traffic signals at intersections as traffic, speed, and

inattention continues to be an issue. E.g. Bowker and Cadboro Bay where a

light was decided against but based on an outdated traffic study that did not

take into account Secondary Village status nor Bowker development.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:37 PM

More bike racks please, especially on Oak Bay Avenue. Take measures that

will reduce private vehicle use, increase the use of public transit, bikes,

walking, etc.

Anonymous More bike lanes would be great!

Q46  Any additional comments regarding your responses for this category
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1/20/2020 07:02 PM

Anonymous
1/20/2020 08:07 PM

I have survived riding my bike in Oak Bay without bike lanes and see no

reason the tip of the Island needs them now. We do not have commuter

traffic passing through our community. There are plenty of side quiet streets I

can and do cycle on. Personally, I prefer the pot holes on my road to deter

traffic from speeding :) love them ! The last thing I want is a nice wide freshly

paved road for cars to speed on.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:44 PM

Better sidewalks, minimal to bike lanes unless bike users will pay directly.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

I reference the Speed Limit Study again from 2016, this will have an impact

on pedestrian safety. We dont need anymore bike lanes, the Henderson

lanes work fine with the 7-7 parking restrictions, there arent enough bikes nor

parked cars in the evenings and weekends to make any changes there. The

new road configuraion on Cadboro Bay between Foul Bay and OB High

School is a mess. Focus your efforts on fixing that first before creating more

congestion and increased risk elsewhere. The roads are in terrible repair and

more needs to be done for actual repaving rather than patching.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 11:15 PM

I often think we're wasting time and money creating mounds of snow to clear

our roads when a look at the weather forecast shows the snow will be gone

in another couple of days.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 02:07 AM

Stop contesting traffic through the construction of bike lanes.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 09:35 AM

Sidewalks and bike lanes should have been separate questions. I'm more

concerned about the maintenance of sidewalks than I am about bike lanes

Anonymous
1/21/2020 10:41 AM

With needed climate action, heavily invest in bike infrastructure and free

youth bus passes. Transportation is our largest climate issue in crd. We need

to double the number of transit riders and cyclists in the next few years. This

will save money in the long run.

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Bike lanes around schools and hospitals Free bus service in oak bay would

solve the parking issues Yearly Tax on cars by weight to pay for road

maintenance

Anonymous
1/21/2020 01:58 PM

I dont know what maintain boulevards means so I put Maintain. We have a

climate emergency so we should be managing transit and transportation with

that in mind. Street lights should be decreased because we need more dark

spaces to allow for nature to exist properly. Bus shelters would be more of a

priority but we have a benign climate in general so less so here. I dont know

why we would need more sidewalks but bikelanes should be a priority but

please they dont have to be fancy! Just regulate parking along some of the

major routes to allow school children and commuters and shoppers better

safer access.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

33. This is the future. Plan for more of it. 34. Unclear about this. At the least

maintain — this is expensive to build on. But plan on increasing. 35. As we

get more extreme heat and rain, shelters will be necessary, not just niceties.

Especially for older people. If the aim is to increase transit use, it would be
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encouraging to make waiting for the bus less uncomfortable. 36. Are all lights

now night-sky friendly? They should be. 37. The roads aren’t great, but seem

to be good enough in a 2nd-world way. 40. Maintain for now until there is a

viable local transit system available to help people, especially older ones, get

around the district easily without a car. 41. Boulevards should be encouraged

for carbon sequestration or even mini allotments for growing food.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 12:03 AM

More sidewalks for safer travel for people with disabilities.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 09:16 AM

Again, as needed, bus shelters, road work etc...

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

Review of parking along congested roads such as Beach Ave (the road is too

narrow with parked cars on both sides), the speed limit is too high through

Uplands (It’s 40km on Beach) and tour buses impede traffic along Beach Ave

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

Would love to see more options for community gardening, and more native

eco system restoration and pollinators planted.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:28 PM

Would have preferred separate questions for sidewalks and bike lanes. As a

cyclist, I don’t think we need to spend more money on bike lanes. Would

prefer to see Oak Bay focus on 1) working with other municipalities on

recommendations and education to improve visibility of cyclists (e.g.

day/night, rules of the road) and 2) making suggestions regarding less busy

routes. Why take a busy route when there are other options? There is a lot

we can all learn about how to cycle safely. More bike lanes to do guarantee

safety, as even with bike lanes, there are points of intersection between

cyclists and vehicles (e.g. driveways, laneways, intersections, etc). It would

be helpful to focus on how we share the road and what cyclists need to do to

be seen. Re snow removal: I was impressed with how Oak Bay staff handled

the recent snow storm!

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:02 PM

I think we should provide more lighting for the crosswalks in the village (akin

to the pedestrian-activated lights on Foul Bay Rd & on Beach Dr. near

Newport). I appreciate the bike paths seen in Saanich, but do NOT want the

type of bike paths such as those on Pandora St. Our existing sidewalks need

serious review, with many ruptures, cracks, etc. that aren't even marked.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:06 PM

This is where the budget needs an increase in - much sidewalk and roads in

disrepair

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:17 PM

The Active Transportation Plan is almost a decade old, with little investments

to show from it. Work with the CRD, Victoria and Saanich to complete a

number of key cycling linkages including Richardson/McNeill, Haultain, and

Cadboro Bay Road.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 09:01 AM

I note in the recent snow event sidewalks adjacent to municipal properties

were generally not cleared.

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Make cycling on SIDEWALKS A BYLAW OFFENCE.

Anonymous Get rid if the bike lanes
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1/24/2020 10:40 AM

Anonymous
1/24/2020 03:36 PM

I would like to see more enforcement of speed limits or alternative slowing

mechanisms such as speed bumps, traffic circles etc in and around willows

school and the Thompson corridor to Estevan village. The intersection at

Estevan village is a nightmare that needs attention. The state of the roads

and sidewalks In many areas for bikes and those in wheelchairs makes it

very challenging to navigate.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 04:35 PM

The intersection at Estevan Village is confusing and would benefit from being

an all way stop. Also, the corner where the bus comes down to Musgrave is

tight, and the west side of the road does not have a yellow line, making it

very challenging for bus drivers when cars are parked there.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

If there are places where the municipality maintains the boulevards, that

should be left to the homeowners as in the rest of the municipality.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

Heavy axle loads from modern buses have destroyed many road subgrades

in Oak Bay as the old roads were not designed for such heavy loading.

Either restrict the axle loads/size of buses or designate certain roads/routes

heavy haul routes and improve them. Also third party utility patching should

be held to a much higher standard.

Anonymous
1/24/2020 10:15 PM

More crosswalks with flashing lights and stop signs with red lights.....they are

excellent!!

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:01 AM

I was happy to see my road, Estevan ave, plowed this past January snow.

But I question was it necessary and did it blow the municipal budget? Bike

lanes although important are not the highest priority, fixing the uneven pebbly

rough surfaces on existing sidewalks should be. There are many bad

sidewalks where old people trip or struggle to push their walkers on. My block

is one of those. Pedestrian movement should be a higher priority then bikes.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 01:34 PM

curb lines need continual updates (yellow no parking/stopping lines)

Anonymous
1/25/2020 02:02 PM

The “temporary” sidewalk north of the uplands gates on cadboro bay road

should be removed now that the crosswalk has been installed. It creates

confusion, added congestion on the road and is ugly. Surely it doesn’t meet

standards for a sidewalk either. I would like to see once a year or possibly

every two years that the boulevards have their grass properly edged; some

places now are so overgrown and look ugly.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 08:35 PM

Newer street lights are too bright and hard on the eyes. Boulevard

maintenance should include repairing boulevard grass after damage by leaf

removal and spring clean up backhoes. Should be clear plans to deal with

protection from high tides in low lying areas.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Explore ways and means including incentives for neighbourhoods to take

responsibility for boulevard maintenance.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

Bike lanes ?? combined with sidewalks??? There is not enough room for

cars on Oak Bay Avenue! There are seniors with walkers or wheelchairs,

mothers with wide strollers and people of all conditions trying to stay on a

sidewalk. Make the sidewalks wider and forget bike lanes..
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Anonymous
1/26/2020 10:15 AM

*It isn't helpful to ask about sidewalks and bike lanes in the same question;

people may have different views about the two services. *The "No Exit" sign

at the intersection of Yale Street and the south side of Oak Bay Avenue

needs to be more visible to drivers heading east or west on Oak Bay Ave.

*The lines demarcating lanes should be painted with a highly visible/reflective

paint. It is almost impossible to see them when it is dark and rainy - a huge

risk for traffic accidents. It would be helpful to work with City of Victoria on

this (eg on Foul Bay Road and Oak Bay Ave on the Victoria side of Foul Bay

Road.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 12:53 PM

roads are narrow enough as is. bike lanes will encores the danger.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 02:33 PM

Oak Bay needs more extensive cycling infrastructure and signage

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Planning should be orientated to reduce focus on vehicles and need for

parking/roadways. very 1950s thinking. New multi-unit buildings should

reduce parking stalls. Encourage safe bike alternatives and better transit

options. Again, think young families and workers, ride hailing services, less

car NIMBYs and old planning "ratios" and concepts from the previous

millennia.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

As a daily cyclist-commuter, a bike lane down Oak Bay Avenue to connect

with the Pandora bike lane would be nice, but on balane, streets in Oak Bay

are already very bikeable as they are just not that busy to begin with.

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

Construct new sidewalks in Oak Bay as required - yes, I agree. More bike

lanes - no. We need to avoid the mess that is being created in the City of

Victoria. In Oak Bay, I think we need to focus on the big picture - we need to

get it right (or better than Victoria). For example, should we consider Oak Bay

Avenue being a pedestrian/biking zone from, say, Foul Bay to Monterey? I

think that works for 8 month a year as a minimum. Regarding bus shelters

and ancillary issues, I look to BC Transit for ideas. I want our roads and

sidewalks to be properly maintained.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 08:14 PM

Why group sidewalks with bike lanes. Improve sidewalks. No bike lanes.

1/27/2020 11:56 AM

I do not support more bike lanes but do want new and better sidewalks and

roads throughout the community as well as better maintained sidewalks and

roads. It's a disgrace - after living here for 15 years with patchwork after

patchwork and dangerous cracks and holes, it's time for attention to the

roads and sidewalks.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 11:56 AM

The sidewalks around Oak Bay are so varied in quality -- some of them are

physical hazards, causing injury that goes unrecognized and

uncompensated, while others are smooth and pristine. The sidewalks on

Estevan Avenue west of Cadboro Bay Road are especially bad, and have

been for decades.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:39 PM

Bike lanes are important and useful but Oak Bay should not be following the

City of Victoria's example for implementation - we don't need 2-way bike

lines. We need contiguous paths that allow transiting the community and
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connection to existing infrastructure. Enforcing road safety is an important

aspect. Ensuring the bike lanes we have are smooth and clear is also very

important (e.g. roadwork on Foul Bay Rd. has left the bike lanes uneven and

bumpy - this is not just uncomfortable to ride on it is hazardous)

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Sidewalks and bike lanes should be separate categories

Anonymous
1/28/2020 02:21 PM

some side roads in terrible condition for a number of years especially

estevan area ie lincoln and heron. need paving not pothole maintenance

Anonymous
1/28/2020 05:44 PM

Road surfaces are in bad shape - please improve them! Roads are for

traveling, not for parking!

Anonymous
1/28/2020 05:48 PM

Given the constraint of not wanting taxes to go up, if something's gotta go to

free up budget for higher priorities, it's the things on this page...

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

It is awful to see bus riders out in inclement weather without shelter or

without benches. Can we construct select ones as art projects? We are a

walking and cycling community — there are many areas that require

improvements eg Lower Dorset by Uplands park to Beach does not have a

sidewalk but is a high traffic area for walkers, families and dogs. If a sidewalk

is not wanted, perhaps a well thought out road share scheme could be

developed? I am a proponent of less light/dark skies ... can we be more

selective on what needs to be well lit? Can we offer light directing shields on

light posts so light pollution is contained? In some municipalities, citizens can

request a shield when light is inappropriately directed in yards/windows.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

Many areas in Oak Bay badly need re-paving...BUT if the underground pipes

are soon to be replaced in that area, then wait...but please let taxpayers

know! i.e. monthly or even quarterly e-newsletter?? This past snowfall I was

very impressed with the speedy snow removal on streets in my area! I cycle

regularly...but PLEASE do NOT become like the City of Victoria and create

bike lanes to the detriment of bus accessibility, sidewalks/pedestrians.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:21 PM

BC Transit should pay for the bus shelters

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:19 PM

While wonderfully maintain and paved roads are nice, this item should be the

last concern on the giant infrastructure replacement list. I can live with

potholes, I can't live without a faulty sewer or water system. Paving existing

roads as is, is ill thought out. Consider road usage in light of the Complete

Streets Report, not just for more cars, and trucks.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

Too many potholes in Oak Bay. We need to repave more roads each year.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 03:15 PM

Re Questions 33 and 34: Sidewalks and bike lanes are two different issues. I

regularly bike to work. But I don't think the downtown Victoria bike lanes work

all that well as it seems to me they worsened the congestion on the streets

where they were created. I don't think bike lanes will make Oak Bay's streets

safer for cyclists. Sidewalks are generally good and should be maintained

properly, as I believe they have been.
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Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

Increase the maintenance and improve sidewalks and road ways.. Lane

painting needs improving. No to bike lanes especially on Oak Bay Avenue

where it is already dangerous for pedestrians and where there is already a

shortage of parking

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:00 PM

Road signage on Monterey should be more consistent -- four way stops on

all corners instead of only some. Bike lane marking should be increased

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:13 PM

I really object to the first question here lumping sidewalks and bike lanes

together, Sidewalk clearly need more maintenance and yet I am against more

bike lanes in Oak Bay. I ride my bike around here all the time and the only

issue is the deterioration of the roads.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:06 PM

Some roads have parking on both sides and makes traffic flow for cars,

bikes and pedestrians dangerous. Why not just have parking on one side of

the street?

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:40 PM

We need more parking for electric vehicles

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:01 PM

increase bike lanes by eliminating parking where necessary

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

We love our streets and neighbourhoods. Keep them green and give

pedestrians the safety of a few more sidewalks.

Anonymous Please remove the bike lanes, they cause traffic delays and cater to a

younger population. oak Bays population is getting older and more reliant on

cars.

Better management is required for use of heavy trucks and equipment on

residential streets associated with demolition/construction activities. Increase

management of street parking at construction sites.

Some of our roads are in such poor condition and need to be re-paved, not

just patched up. We need bike lanes along Oak Bay Ave and connecting

corridors to our schools. Make it safer for our kids to use active

transportation methods to get to school. Please put more lights at crosswalks

to improve visibility.

Some areas in Oak Bay are very dark on rainy nights. More or better street

lighting would be great to keep drivers and wildlife safer.

A new strategy to street boulevards could be adapted to attract bees and

butterflies versus manicured lawns and gardens. Lower cost to the

municipality and better for the environment.

The roads are patched and unsightly. The sidewalks are crumbling and

weedy. A whole lot of work is needed here.

It's getting near impossible to get down the roads with so many parked cars...

likely from suites. I highly recommend alternating single side parking as it

maintains a thoroughfare and will make the streets much easier to navigate.

It's a very low cost solution too.

1/31/2020 08:25 AM

1/31/2020 09:48 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:27 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:53 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:56 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:48 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

The roads and sidewalks of Oak Bay look like they belong in a third world

country. Cracks, dips, pot holes and poor quality road patching are
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everywhere. They should be repaired and properly maintained. Sidewalks

should be wider and more consistent with those constructed in front of newly

built houses. We should be providing better sidewalks throughout the well

traveled routes and certainly along Beach Drive in South Oak Bay. The metal

pipe railings along McNeil Bay look like they belong in some industrial fuel

depot, not on a road that boasts such fantastic views of sea and mountains.

There seems to be a TOTAL lack of appreciation and imagination on the part

of this municipality in respect to this beautiful setting. Sight seeing are

allowed to roar through this area to show it off to visitors but residents who

live here and pay for services are left to navigate narrow sidewalks made

smaller by overgrowth, and uneven surfaces that require careful use to avoid

having to step out onto the busy road area just so pedestrians can get by one

another.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

Transit should be providing adequate bus shelter in Oak Bay. There are

many areas in Oak Bay requiring sidewalk replacement before any funds are

dedicated to cycle lanes. To protect the environment and make intersections

safer, traffic circles should be installed in many intersection.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:47 PM

Maintain roads and sidewalks instead of costly bike lane infrastructure,

policing poor drivers would make for better biking

Anonymous
1/31/2020 06:44 PM

Enough bike lanes. Don’t lump them in with sidewalks - there are too many

wheelchairs being pushed in the middle of the street due to inaccessible

sidewalks. People cannot get around.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

It is going to be really amazing and much safer if there could be some more

bike lanes or routes implemented on side roads such as Monterey for kids

cycling to the Middle School and other routes for younger children who cycle

with their parents to Willows Elementary, etc etc. We want safer options for

cycling in our community! We need to fix up some of the old asphalt

sidewalks, so many are so bumpy and hard to navigate for seniors and

children. They are made of asphalt and are very uneven. Why do we have

this style? Plant more trees for greener environment and shade in the

summer to protect the land from sun and people from global warming and

create more oxygen and bird/animal habitats.

2/01/2020 07:49 AM

No more bike lanes

2/01/2020 11:16 AM

Bike lanes & sidewalks are mutually exclusive & should not be linked.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

recent sidewalk replacements are cause for concern because of their high

curb. These curbs are not bike friendly and can be a barrier to people with

mobility problems in wheel chairs, walkers and crutches; as well, soft tissue

injuries such as sprained ankles are more likely. The older rounded curbs are

much better for everyone. Please stop installing high-curb sidewalks.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Reduce free parking. Charge fees at Cattle Point boat ramp.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 10:35 AM

I have been biking to work downtown for 30 years. We don't need bike lanes

in Oak Bay. What has happened on Cadboro Bay Rd by Oak Bay High
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School (because a bike lane was added) is a joke in terms of how it has

impacted traffic.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 06:36 PM

Respond to valid resident concerns regarding: street parking in front of

resident's home is consistently being used by park/lawn bowling club and

creating conflict.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

None

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

No need for any bike lanes. As an experienced and long-time cyclist bike

lanes are not necessary. It would be good that all streets have sidewalks on

both sides of the streets which is not the case. The municipality does not

maintain the boulevard in front of my house - why should some be

maintained and others be 'assigned' to the home owner.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 07:22 PM

Some sidewalks need repairs and to be levelled so people don't trip over

bumps, cracks, etc. The roads have potholes and cracks that need repairs,

and in front of new house construction there are often trenches filled with

gravel that do not safely allow for cars to drive over them. The latter is often

left for months before eventually being paved over. Safer parking rules need

to be established so that most roads have parking on only one side of the

road. Now, cars often compete for the one lane available in between two

curbsides full of parked cars.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

Many city sidewalks and roadways are deteriorating. I don't remember ever

seeing as many potholes as I have seen this year. Maintaining this existing

infrastructure should be a key priority for the city and for Council. I try to walk

as much as possible, but the state of the sidewalks is making walking more

of a concern. There should be a plan and timetable to replace sidewalks and

road pavement.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:21 PM

I know it's great to drive on a newly paved road, but it's a waste of money.

Unless they are really bad (Monterey between Central and Mcneil comes to

mind) then just leave as is.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:26 PM

A surprising number of corners in Oak Bay still don't have curb-cuts for

wheelchairs and other mobility-assistance users.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:59 PM

Need to fix potholes more proactively and regularly

Anonymous
2/04/2020 10:50 AM

the condition of some of our roads is really bad. However I note that there is

an improvement in this area and it will take time to catch up

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

there are so few folks on the bus , we should have much smaller busses in

oak bay . Maintaining boulevards would be nice then when the trucks ruin the

grass I won't have to keep paying the gardner , since my street was targeted

to remove small rocks but everywhere else in oak bay they have rocks and

even Chris Causten told the parks to put rocks on tinto st at the school . It's

NOT fair to those of us who had them in front of our homes with no curb or

sidewalk , the only street in ak bay that is not allowed because of one person

not living on this street complained about another neighbour . What a

ridicules situation , I wonder what the media could do to help us??
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Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:05 PM

Road conditions in oak bay are deplorable, almost every street in oak bay

has sub par pavement. Eastdowne road is an embarrassment, an accident

will occur with growing road failures due to collapsed and poorly maintained

underground utilities

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:27 PM

With the sidewalk/curb maintenance, maybe with some extra funding art can

be made a part of it (obviously without impairing the safety and regulatory

purposes)

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

I cannot stress enough how many, better yet, ALL sidewalks and most roads

are deteriorating. There are a lot of people, seniors included, who walk and

would appreciate sound sidewalks. There are a lot of vehicles parked on the

roads that prevent the street sweeper from doing his job. Street parking in

the proximity of commercial establishments (corner of Foul Bay and Allenby)

should be for residents only, or should be timed.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:53 PM

More of the population uses roads that I used bikes it’s ridiculous to be

putting in bike lanes When the roads are such a mess. Put your priorities

straight with the money into roads and infrastructure

Anonymous
2/04/2020 03:39 PM

Enforce rules re snow removal......

2/04/2020 04:06 PM

Streets are in need of major improvement

Anonymous
2/04/2020 04:59 PM

The condition of a large number of streets is pretty poor - pot holes etc... not

very safe for cyclists.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 05:33 PM

Repair and replace aging sidewalks and roadways.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

while I love riding my bike please don't do what Victoria did and make it

MORE dangerous for cyclists and drivers through ill-advised and ill-designed

bike lanes. With how slow the speed limits are in OB we should be ok

sharing the road.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 11:16 PM

Would prefer not to have the sprinklers run in the summer on our boulevard.

Encourages mushrooms, and the municipality does not remove them or

maintain the grass.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:42 AM

I believe that tactical application of one way streets could help with the

complete streets plan.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 04:32 PM

Give consideration to allowing parking on one side of the streets only, having

sidewalks on one side designated for walking and for bikes on the other side

where ever possible.

Anonymous
2/08/2020 10:06 AM

Harling Point is a very undermaintained area with regards to proper drainage

on the roads the corner of maquinna and quimper floods as well as portions

of quimper and Lorne terrace and maquinna also considering the amount of

taxes collected on this point it is a forgotten area

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

No more bike lanes. It's safe to cycle in Oak Bay. Really. I do it, and I'm

sometimes called a 'senior :)' But, DO ensure all the pavements markings are

fresh and clear: crosswalks, centre lines, etc etc. As well, the roads are

getting torn up by developments, renovations, buildings. I hope the people
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constructing are paying for road resurfacing down the road.....are they?

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:22 AM

I’d like to thank municipal staff for the excellent road clearing during/after the

snow fall. Well done!

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

Stop encouraging more density in Oak Bay and have more no parking over

night on streets. Households should be able to have enough garage or off

street parking space to park their vehicles. This would make the streets safer

for pedestrians and cyclist with out having to invest in cycle paths.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 03:26 PM

no more bike lanes enough already

Anonymous
2/10/2020 05:23 AM

NO to bike lanes YES to better sidewalks

Anonymous
2/10/2020 12:42 PM

I fell when running, tripping on an uneven pavement (sidewalk) and broke

two ribs. I also have a huge hole at the end of my driveway on the road, and

see potholes everywhere

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

Bike lanes? We have a beautiful municipality and travelling by bike in this

neighbourhood feels safe and the roads adequately wide - except on Foul

Bay and parts of Beach Drive. Throughout Europe pedestrians and cyclists

share a wide path and this seems like a safer way for cyclists...

Anonymous
2/10/2020 05:40 PM

Only allow overnight street parking by permits (including residents) and

charge for that street parking permit as a percentage of the resident’s

property tax. Example 10% extra per parking spot on the street. Also sell

overnight parking online to residents’ guests. We have to stop subsidizing car

use.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 06:10 PM

Allow boulevard planting.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 11:27 PM

Road repair is needed to be increased. Establish bike routes but not on main

traffic arteries.

Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

No more bike lines!!! Please do not turn Oak Bay into Victoria.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

I don't think we need additional sidewalks but we need additional bike lanes.

Why are these two lumped together?

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:44 AM

Too many parked cars in street. That’s why we had driveways.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 11:48 AM

Sidewalks and bike lanes should not be lumped together in this survey.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 05:39 PM

Signage - particularly at crosswalks. The crosswalk at the end of Pacific ave

is deadly. You have to edge your way out into the street before cars can see

you coming due to how close cars are parked to the corner. I frequently have

3 or 4 cars zip by me there (crossing from the Canarvon Park side to the

Estevan village side

Anonymous Stop the bike lanes. Don't need them. Oak Bay is quiet enough. What you
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2/12/2020 06:12 PM did in front of the high school is absurd. It's a zig zag course that is an

accident waiting to happen. And so few bikes use it (and I'm a biker!!!).

Please don't keep putting in these stupid bike lanes all over. Look at other

cities that have way more cyclists and no lanes. It works just fine.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 07:22 PM

less emphasis on car issues more bike infrastructure

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

Roads and sidewalks ought to be amongst Oak Bay's highest priorities.

Some of the roads are in an embarrassing state. There ought to be complete

sidewalks on all arterials on both sides of the road (Foul Bay Road south of

Oak Bay Ave. is a great example of a road where a sidewalk on the west side

is desperately needed in part because the road is unsafe to cross due to the

speeds with little enforcement).

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:39 PM

Limit the number of vehicles per residence if secondary suites are allowed.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:01 PM

Infrastructure such as roads are in desperate need of improvement. Quite

lacking given the property taxes paid

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:39 PM

Sidewalk and bike feedback should be separate: *Sidewalks should be

improved: widened where possible and in high traffic i.e. Willows, Beach

Drive

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:57 AM

Has money been spent enacting the recommendations in the traffic report

commissioned a few years ago or is that report lying on a dusty shelf

somewhere? I think there should be a category for speed limits and enforcing

them, people drive much too fast in Oak Bay, both on main and side streets.

Too many side streets are used as cut throughs with people speeding. The

new bike lane and configuration between Oak Bay High School and Fort and

Foul Bay is a nightmare and an accident waiting to happen (I believe a few

actually have, and I've seen many close calls when driving in that area - plus

there are now frequent traffic jams). Was that part of the recommendation in

the traffic report? Transportation issues seem to be treated in a very ad hoc

way and there is no sense of a goal or a plan. Dig out the transportation

report for starters.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:22 PM

Bike lanes should not be lumped in with sidewalks - totally different animal!

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:30 PM

Need to improve crosswalk visibility.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 01:36 PM

Improve degraded sidewalks. Many are in deplorable condition. Add more

wheelchair accesses at corners.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 02:01 PM

Consider re-doing speed limit on main "cut through" roads - e.g. Victoria Ave.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 02:31 PM

-Increase sidewalks/decrease bike lanes. -Good improvements in the last few

years! -Excellent compared to other municipalities in the region!

Anonymous Sidewalks and bike lanes are totally different items. Sidewalks need to be
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2/14/2020 09:37 AM maintained. We have enough bike lanes.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:40 AM

Crosswalk @ cadboro Bay and Eastdowne requires pedestrian controlled

flashing light.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:50 AM

Need for traffic signal on Cadboro Bay Road at Eastdowne - very important

as on sharp corner when crossing South to North. Eastdown road north of

Estevan is in terrible shape and in need of repair.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:37 AM

Possibly we could spray the trees with BTK in Spring when we see larva from

the winter moth emerge and when planting new trees think about overhead

wiring.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:57 AM

Have not seen the street cleaning trick in 6 months?

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

Need plan and timetable to get all infrastructure to maintenance level - roads,

sewers, drains, etc. VIP for taxpayers.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:22 AM

I would like an increase in snow removal from sidewalks. The recent snowfall

was cleared well from roads but not from public sidewalks, such as long

parks. Many people in Oak Bay use sidewalks

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:28 AM

If possible solar light at bus stops/bus shelters. Also, if possible and not

responsibility of BC Transit - timetables at every bus stop. Foul Bay Road is

very bumpy these days after the road work. Think it might need resurfacing.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:49 AM

-Should be more 4 way strops ex: Windsor and Monterey, Windsor and

Hampshire (too many near misses at those intersection because crosswalks

suggest to drives that it is a 4 way stop not just 2 ways as currently is. -

Existing bike lanes not cleaned frequently enough especially after windstorms

-More edge control of road edges so water is funneled towards drains. Many

street drains are higher than surrounding pavement preventing water from

entering the drains. -Intersections which are difficult for large garbage trucks

to negotiate where grass is regularly muddled should be designed and have

added more pavement and edging just to the corner areas so corner grass

us not regularly chewed up with tire tracks. -Do not like survey lumping

sidewalks and bike lanes together. As a regular cyclist - I do not like what

Victoria has done to roads by creating separate bike lances. Feel narrow

lanes are too dangerous for cyclists.

Optional question (145 responses, 196 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/14/2020 05:35 PM

ad;aldkfjasdlkfj

Anonymous
1/20/2020 01:56 PM

reduce leaf blower useage to September 15th through December 15th

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:00 PM

Better road maintenance

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:19 PM

I would like to see Oak Bay doing more to provide affordable housing options

at a variety of household income levels. A variety of housing choice is the

mark of a well functioning community. Oak Bay does not currently offer

enough variety.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:31 PM

flashing lights at crosswalks, more ticketing of illegally parked cars

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:38 PM

More money put into infrastructure less put into art and bike lanes

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

People should not have to pay for road work that is on the boulevard, but

links to their house. OB is the only municipality that does this practice.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:56 PM

I would like there to be a second garden refuse collection. So once in the

spring, and once in the fall.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:03 PM

Road safety enforcement needs to be drastically increased. It is virtually non

existent today. Speeding, running stop signs, ignoring cross walks are a

chronic issue on all side streets in Oak Bay. Taking a walk is taking your life

into your hands.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:28 PM

Modernize our beach frontages, let’s capitalize on the beauty and the tourism

we attract. Let business grow! Build a modern restaurant at current Kiwanis

sight on Willows beach. Allow them to be a part of this if that is palatable.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:06 PM

Stop spending money on someone’s “public art”. It’s not up to the district to

support artists not many people appeciate

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:17 PM

No secondary suites or airbnb’s

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:19 PM

Please stop the extra substantial “tax” to repair sewer lines from property to

mid-street.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:38 PM

More attention to deer menace. Less bike lanes

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:43 PM

No

Q47  Are there any other services that the District provides that you would like to see

adjusted?
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Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:10 PM

Greater police presence.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 06:37 PM

More EV changing stations.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 08:07 PM

I would prefer to see an increase in police to rid oak bay of car break ins. I

do not feel comfortable thinking someone is in my driveway trying my car

doors at 3 am.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:50 PM

The Planning Dept should be self financing. Applicants should pay the full

cost of their applications and the process should be front end loaded so that

less time in the planning dept. is spent writing reports. Limit/halt wage

increases, freeze staff hire

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

more online availability for bill payments etc. The current system is not that

user friendly

Anonymous
1/21/2020 02:07 AM

Oak Bay is over staffed. The District is over spending on wages and

redundancies. This is especially true of office/administrative staff. Less red

tape for the taxpayer. The District is archaic and very difficult to navigate

when it comes to admin.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 10:41 AM

We need more investment in safe route to school infrastructure in the next

three years. The crd has shown in their studies that kids are not biking to

school as parents and kids feel routes are not safe. We need to start looking

through climate lens .

1/21/2020 01:56 PM

Love the library

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

I’d like to see more food at the Oak Bay market nights. If there is a bylaw

prohibiting residents from selling or exchanging food to one another, scrap it.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 11:56 PM

Bike lanes are critical in Oak Bay, especially along Beach and Foul Bay.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 08:11 AM

Native plant restoration

Anonymous
1/22/2020 08:23 AM

Saving heritage.. plant more trees..be more open.. less inclusive

Anonymous
1/22/2020 03:12 PM

Public outreach. Noone in Oak Bay ever has any idea what is going on in the

district. Social Media is under utilized.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:17 PM

Traffic Management

Anonymous
1/22/2020 10:32 PM

tree protection; destruction to build a larger house on a lot is illogical. Design

around existing large trees

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

By-law Officers spending too much time on, “paperwork.” I met one guy who

had quite the, ‘Don’t you know who I am attitude?’ They need training in

customer service. They are, after all, there to Serve.
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Anonymous
1/24/2020 03:36 PM

I love the yoga in the park - no adjustment necessary!

Anonymous
1/24/2020 04:54 PM

Dogs on leash at Willows beach

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

I think fire services should be completely connected with the infrastructure of

all the other municipalities, as should police. The lack of coordination

between them is what leads people to seek the assimilation of all 13

municipalities,

Anonymous
1/24/2020 07:30 PM

I see a need for increased replacement of old underground utilities as many

show signs of failure (collapsed pipes etc).

Anonymous
1/24/2020 10:37 PM

Pickleball indoor times at Henderson

Anonymous
1/25/2020 01:34 PM

clean up of curbs - remove grass/weeds growing on sidewalks/roads; paint

street lines

Anonymous
1/25/2020 02:02 PM

No. Mostly I think the district does a fine job. Other than with deer

management that is.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 05:12 PM

Regulate the size of new homes to maintain gardens and yards and green

corridors for wildlife.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 08:35 PM

Change the route of the marathons so that the same residential streets are

not blocked every time

Anonymous
1/25/2020 10:50 PM

Need better communication of value to community of number and nature of

municipal staff positions including management vs operational positions.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

Bike lanes are a fad. Sidewalks will last.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 12:53 PM

fire department ambulances returned

Anonymous
1/26/2020 01:14 PM

No vacation checks.. or a fee for this service by police

Anonymous
1/26/2020 03:22 PM

Incentivise people to do work done by Oak Bay admin. Credits for hauling

your own leaves to dump, recycling, boulevard maintenance, water

conservation.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

The current Oak Bay Marina property is a missed opportunity for the

community. Let's do something meaningful with that barren parking lot and

completely redesign the site to create a nature interpretation centre and

recreation opportunities for families.

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

I want to ensure that we are getting "the biggest bang for the buck".

Anonymous
1/26/2020 11:14 PM

Increase restricted side street parking in the area of UVIC and Camosun
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1/27/2020 11:56 AM

I do not want the same bike lane mess that the city of Victoria has created

that has negatively impacted drivers, pedestrians, and created a nightmare

for visitors and businesses. No more bike lanes!

Anonymous
1/27/2020 12:19 PM

Post-residential build inspection to ensure relative conformity ie. huge

difference in our neighbourhood (Roslyn Road area) with many new builds'

high amount of bright white night lights illuminating much larger homes in

usually softly-lit streetscapes

Anonymous
1/27/2020 09:39 PM

Increased communication with residents.

1/28/2020 08:15 AM

I look at something like Willows Beach and compare to beaches we have in

Vancouver and it’s embarrassing. There has been no money spent to

enhance and beautify this amazing natural area. I’ve lived here my entire life

and it has not changed.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Identify core services from amenity services

Anonymous
1/28/2020 05:44 PM

Many of us seniors would like to stay in Oak Bay after downsizing, but no

condos are available! Please change our bylaws!

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

more tennis courts. Do not plan to remove for park expansion.

Anonymous
1/29/2020 08:40 PM

Better, i.e. more reflective, more visible road lines. They are invisible at night

in many places. No more flashing stop signs: they are just distracting.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

Are our most vulnerable citizens well served? Has consideration ever been

made to establish a non profit like a neighbourhood house that could provide

a myriad of services specific to needs in Oak Bay?

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:46 AM

Fire and police increases to staff and buildings

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:48 AM

Improve the website. Notices of meetings that took place months ago should

be removed.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:49 AM

Build affordable housing!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

Cannot think of any...except for the comments above...

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:47 PM

I feel that water billing is unfair. Metered water should be based upon

consumption alone - and it is. Sewer, CRD Debt and Basic Charge, should

be calculated on appraised property value. These charges should instead be

included in one's property tax.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:19 PM

Firefighters are paid too much for the work they do. While at times

dangerous, it is my opinion that their raises and compensation is too high.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:30 PM

The traffic around Oak Bay High is awful - either Oak Bay High staff or the

Police need to direct traffic at 8:30 am and 3:30 pm.
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Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

Traffic law enforcement

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:58 PM

Mandatory backyard composting.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 05:00 PM

Promotion of community involvement/community development should receive

more attention. Communities/neighbourhoods should be closely involved in

densification planning

Anonymous
1/30/2020 06:33 PM

Make ALL sidewalks safe and easy for walkers and wheelchairs. We have to

walk on roads on some streets because of terrible sidewalks. That is not

safe. Try it some time. You will not be amused.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:06 PM

Animal control enforcement should be complaint based. No need to have

them driving around the municipality.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:40 PM

More attention to electric vehicle support rather than just bike lanes

Anonymous
1/30/2020 09:37 PM

There used to be an annual pick up day when house owners could put

unwanted items outside the house for pick up by the Council employees. I

believe this was stopped for financial reasons. I would like to see it back with

a charge going to those who use

Anonymous Remove bike lanes.

Better management of demolition practices. Better management of

construction permits concentrated in small areas. Changes of policy

regarding enforcement of bylaws by formal complaint.

I would like the library hours to be increased to at least 7pm on weeknights

when it currently closes at 5. That is way too early for working parents. And

longer hours on Sundays please.

Alternatives for garden waste collection. Communications around making life

in Oak Bay more environmentally friendly and sustainable.

Monster houses!

Improve the roads and sidewalks.

gutters in areas such as Estevan village needs better maintenance'

Sidewalk condition is poor in many areas and needs to be improved.

Development and building permit approval need to be more streamlined.

Zoning by-laws and official plan needs to be streamlined and updated.

1/31/2020 08:25 AM

1/31/2020 09:48 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 10:27 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 11:19 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:21 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:53 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:17 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 03:41 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 04:07 PM

Anonymous Dog pound should stop dogs crapping everywhere,
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1/31/2020 04:47 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

Perhaps more options for recycling at the drop off depot.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 11:04 AM

Our street has watering on the frontagemduring the summer. I see this as

unnecessary and a waste of water and resources to maintain. We don’t water

our front lawn so it is ridiculous to water the frontage.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 12:43 PM

reduce the number of "directors" - we are a small town.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

the water service. Citizens are currently penalized by the current method of

charging for water. Some residents experience bills in the hundreds of dollars

just rying to keep their garden . with climate change, the distri t shoul

promote local gardening.

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Highlight heritage features better. Tell our stories better.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 10:35 AM

While I appreciate many of the community activities (e.g. Xmas light-up), in

order to keep tax increases at a minimum the focus should be on core

services.

Anonymous
2/02/2020 12:13 PM

It seems that most new initiatives approved happen in South Oak rather than

North Oak Bay, especially historically. We have noticed a trend since this

new council that more things (roadwork, planting trees etc) have begun to

happen in North Oak Bay.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

The sewage tax should be based on number of residents (including illegal

tenants), as the more people the more the sewage. Basing Sewage tax on

water usage discriminates against gardeners , and gardens are a long

standing feature of Oak Bay

Anonymous
2/03/2020 03:22 PM

Get rid of staff at the oak bay garbage dump, they hinder progress

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

Increase pedestrian cross walks (white lines) and initiate an education

program to teach drivers to slow down and stop for pedestrians in marked

and un-marked cross walks

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

I would like to see the District focus on the core priorities of parks, housing

regulation, sidewalks, roads, fire, police, sewer and water. It is easy to get

diverted from these relatively boring issues, but these are the key services

we need.

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:21 PM

no

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:46 PM

Put more garbage cans around the neighbourhood!

Anonymous
2/04/2020 10:50 AM

fitness programmes that are affordable to fixed income seniors

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

allowing the small rocks to deter our million dollar homes looking like a

monster truck road.
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Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:25 AM

Again, re-evaluate your use of animal control services.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:05 PM

Drain systems are tragic , half full of water, yards and houses flooding to due

poor up keep of utilities. Pipe lining is an actual thing , look into it

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

There are a number of non-Oak Bay residents using the recycling depot; I

wish there is a better way to police the depot to ensure that only residents

are entering the depot.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:59 PM

Definitely need more infrastructure spending. The roads are getting pretty

bumpy. As a cyclist, I'd rather see pothole repair than bike lanes. Don't think

we need bike lanes in OakBay. We have many other things that need

attention.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 03:39 PM

Bury hydro wires

Anonymous
2/04/2020 05:33 PM

I would like to see the trees and boulevards better maintained. As well, I

would like to see a robust program in place to replace trees that will be better

suited to survive the expected change in climate.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 12:40 AM

more of a defined plan on underground service upgrades throughout oak bay

Anonymous
2/05/2020 03:25 PM

better apps and online presence to facilitate greater information sharing and

community engagement

Anonymous
2/05/2020 11:16 PM

Infrastructure upgrades that were cited as the reason for property tax

increases. If there is a plan for this it should be communicated more publicly.

2/06/2020 11:25 AM

Encroachment on sidwalks. Owner given 2 weeks to comply then city chops

it all away.

Anonymous
2/06/2020 12:29 PM

Tennis courts. More and better quality

Anonymous
2/07/2020 01:50 PM

Stretching area at Oak Bay Rec is inadequate for all but very low-use times.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

i think we could do with a lot less governance. the municipal hall for our town

of 18,000is staffed as if we are a large city with expensive middle managers

being added it seems every year.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 10:14 PM

There should be more off-leash areas for dogs (such as schools if the field is

empty and it's after hours, etc)

Anonymous
2/08/2020 10:58 AM

Deer control

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

Stop accepting free 'art.'

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:22 AM

Increase spending on utility repair/maintenance and emergency planning
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Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

As mentioned 1.) include condo owners in the dump privileges, 2.) Senior

seasons passes for Oak Bay Rec, 3.) less on street parking,4.) MASSIVE

deer control/reduction5.) decrease the density of new construstion

Anonymous
2/09/2020 12:59 PM

Add a committee of adjustments or other body as an appeals process

Anonymous
2/09/2020 03:49 PM

Perhaps bylaws to manage outdoor lighting on homes at night. They interfere

with good sleeping darkness.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 04:13 PM

Old infrasrtructure, sewers, water, adding underground telecom/power

cables.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 05:40 PM

More services to support Active Transportation and electric vehicle use.

Anonymous
2/11/2020 01:28 PM

Sewage infrastructure costs should be included on property taxes, not on

water bills

Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

More frequent garbage pick-up. Fix the pot holes! Some of the roads are

terrible.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:44 AM

Too much spent on planning. We are fully built out.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 11:48 AM

More enforcement of speed limits by police.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

No more bike lanes. Start taxing the developments for street and other

improvements - like all the other municipalities do. The Abstract condos on

Cadboro Bay did not pay any monies toward other funds in Oak Bay, as

would have been required in Victoria.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:39 PM

Increase in animal control. Controlling the deer. population

Anonymous
2/12/2020 07:22 PM

cats should have a licence the same as dogs

Anonymous
2/12/2020 08:39 PM

Residents shouldn’t have to pay public works to repair utilities not on their

property - such as sewer and perimeter drains. Oak Bay is the only

municipality that does this and the additional costs to a resident can be

substantial.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:01 PM

No

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:39 PM

Clamp down on secondary suites

Anonymous
2/13/2020 12:40 PM

Fixing road pavement

Anonymous Access to parks for dogs with controlled fines to increase playtime and game
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2/14/2020 10:26 AM times for "humans"

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:37 AM

Overall I would like to say I think Oak Bay does a wonderful job

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

No - we are already somewhat over-serviced. It's all very nice but

encourages lack of personal responsibility for the maintenance of a

sustainable magnificent community.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:22 AM

The proposed 7.91% tax increase is too high. Please do more to limit or

reduce spending.

Optional question (133 responses, 208 skipped)
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Anonymous
1/14/2020 05:35 PM

adlkfjadslkfj

Anonymous
1/20/2020 01:41 PM

I would like to the see the District create opportunities for affordable housing

within its borders, alone or in partnership with BC Housing, the Capital

Region Housing Corporation, or any other partner to be found.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 01:56 PM

new sidewalks

Anonymous
1/20/2020 02:51 PM

Hard copy garbage schedule with information on the back.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:03 PM

Bike friendly infrastructure. Its a disgrace how little exists in Oak Bay vs the

rest of the CRD.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 03:28 PM

Update the grass field at Willows to an all weather turf field and level it. Use

this area, with lights to host events. Volleyball, soccer, etc. Pair this with a

new structure/restaurant/bar where Kiwanis tea room is.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:06 PM

Deer culling.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:17 PM

Deer culling!

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:19 PM

Doggy bags, more waste receptacles, substantially increased sidewalk shade

tree cover in anticipation of more heat, especially on Landsdowne slopes,

repair sidewalks for mobility issues.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 04:43 PM

No

Anonymous
1/20/2020 07:55 PM

A dog park

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:50 PM

Please focus on your core mandates. Municipal infrastructure and public

safety. Most if not all fees should be increase and the increase should be

directed to infrastructure renewal.

Anonymous
1/20/2020 09:55 PM

Utilize the OB Police reserves to be more visible in neighbourhoods. Have

them target certain higher incident areas and have their presence seen

Anonymous
1/21/2020 10:41 AM

Incentives for net zero and passive house buildings, either fast track

processes or reduced permit fees. Pilot projects for missing middle housing

now. We can’t wait 3 years. Hire a sustainability coordinator, we need

support for climate action.

Anonymous
1/21/2020 05:12 PM

More garden allotments for public food growing.

Q48  Are there any services that the District is not now providing that you think should be

provided?
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Anonymous
1/21/2020 11:56 PM

If Victoria is offering up free bus passes to encourage people to leave their

cars at home, really, Oak Bay should jump on board. We need to get serious

about climate change. Let's help our citizens figure out how to retrofit their

lives to live sustainab

Anonymous
1/22/2020 12:03 AM

Affordable rental housing, legalize all suites.

Anonymous
1/22/2020 07:47 AM

free menstrual products in all city washrooms

Anonymous
1/22/2020 08:11 AM

Dog wash station Windsor park

Anonymous
1/22/2020 02:58 PM

Fenced dog park

Anonymous
1/22/2020 05:17 PM

Truck Bylaw, Soil Deposit Bylaw

Anonymous
1/23/2020 04:34 PM

Street sweepers. This would be a great, regular, job for some

Anonymous
1/24/2020 03:36 PM

More activities aimed at youth. Perhaps outdoor movies in Willows Park like

the do in Beacon hill or other family events. It would be nice to have more

outdoor tennis options now that carnarvon is planning to remove their courts.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 02:02 PM

Proper deer management.

Anonymous
1/25/2020 05:12 PM

Improved protection of trees

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:01 AM

Investigations to a business true noise levels, should be taken into

consideration before any rental or buying is allowed.

Anonymous
1/26/2020 12:53 PM

fire departments ambulances returned

Anonymous
1/26/2020 04:33 PM

Let people cut back Garry oaks that are a threat to people and property.

Focus

Anonymous
1/26/2020 05:34 PM

This is a comment about the questionnaire. It was difficult to rate each item

without context. Next time, could you please provide a link to the current

budget and clickable info boxes for each item with info on current services &

costs?

1/26/2020 07:23 PM

We are a small community. We need to be careful in adding new services

and costs.

Anonymous
1/27/2020 11:56 AM

Not really -- the roads, sewers, and sidewalks all need upgrading. We can

pay for this if we just get fair value from developers when they build. In 2017

we took in $17k in fees; that's absurdly low.

Anonymous Possibly the above again.
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1/27/2020 12:19 PM

1/28/2020 08:15 AM

yard Trimmings picked up a couple of times per year is kind of laughable. In

Vancouver it was 2x per month

Anonymous
1/28/2020 01:09 PM

Fee parking

Anonymous
1/28/2020 02:21 PM

Better integration of environmentally sound practices in all areas ie district-

wide programs for purchasing and installing better heating options, less

relience on electrical grid thrugh vetting all usage ie unncessary streetlights

etc

Anonymous
1/28/2020 05:48 PM

Policy on legalized suites and carriage houses.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:33 PM

more indoor tennis courts. Fix the Turf field at Oak Bay high.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 08:53 PM

Our municipal hall is getting to an age where plan should be made for its

replacement, how about getting public input now to plan ahead for this

eventuality and create a great public space with the new facility.

Anonymous
1/28/2020 11:06 PM

The roads are full of pot holes they’re in terrible conditions. They should be

fixed!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:41 AM

Consistent & more info on garbage/recycling management. Continue to

streamline processes to reduce time & cost. Is there a better way to deploy

Council? Best practice for decision making? Sometimes onerous & conflict-

oriented rather than consensual.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:48 AM

More comprehensive Minutes of Council and COW meetings. Some form of

informing public of what's happening in administration.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 11:49 AM

Build affordable housing!

Anonymous
1/30/2020 12:13 PM

Cannot think of any not mentioned above...

Anonymous
1/30/2020 02:19 PM

No

Anonymous
1/30/2020 04:37 PM

More maintenance in general of public places.. We look shaggy and tired

Anonymous
1/30/2020 06:33 PM

Benches at regular intervals on the streets. I am sure that Homan owners

would cooperate.

Anonymous
1/30/2020 06:52 PM

Recycling bins on Willows Beach

Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:06 PM

Free dog poop bags.
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Anonymous
1/30/2020 08:40 PM

Electric vehicle parking & charging stations

Anonymous
1/31/2020 01:39 AM

Better lighted pedestrian crossings. Wilmot at Oak Bay Ave is death waiting

to happen.

Anonymous
1/31/2020 02:15 AM

Affordable housing!! Old rich people don't actually own Oak Bay. Young,

taxpaying families are here too and deserve a place to live that doesn't cost

$700,000.

Anonymous Speed limits reduced and signage to reflect that. Bylaw to prohibit tour buses

in residential areas such as the Uplands and Lansdowne slope areas.

We would like to see a new Bylaw regarding deconstruction and demolition.

Smashing houses to the ground and hauling away in dumpsters should no

longer be an accepted practice.

The condition of some roads is just ridiculously bad, like embarrassingly bad.

I'd address that.

Please do not block ride sharing in any way when it comes to the Victoria

area

Affordable housing for single parents or low-income families!! Affordable

housing for seniors in our community!! This is vital!Some kind of pay-for-use

service when it snows that matches up seniors with people who can clear

their driveways and pathways.

Maintain right-of-ways that are currently inaccessible and promote their use.

Budgeting: implement participatory budgeting process and allow citizens to

vote on how their tax dollars are spent.

Create serious visitors’ service. Manage tourism better and professionally.

We gave input into Carnarvon Park and now it seems to sit with nothing

done. It was a great plan and needed in North Oak Bay so please start

working on it!

none

Not that I can think of

The District should continue to work on a timetable to replace worn

infrastructure, including roads, sidewalks, sewer and water lines, as well as

park facilities.

Of course this could be the moon, but what can we actually afford?

1/31/2020 08:25 AM

1/31/2020 09:48 AM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 12:48 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 08:46 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:06 PM

Anonymous
1/31/2020 09:09 PM

Anonymous
2/01/2020 07:24 PM

Anonymous
2/01/2020 08:07 PM

Anonymous
2/02/2020 12:13 PM

Anonymous
2/03/2020 06:48 AM

Anonymous
2/03/2020 04:46 PM

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:07 PM

Anonymous
2/03/2020 09:21 PM

Anonymous
2/03/2020 11:59 PM

A fully fenced, leash-free dog park!
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Anonymous
2/04/2020 10:50 AM

as above and perhaps another yard waste pick up annually

Anonymous
2/04/2020 11:03 AM

so many that you would stop reading .

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:05 PM

Better parks for kids. Carnarvon park is an example . Holding multiple input

meetings is a waste of time and money make a park that people can use .

The structures and surrounding area are on dis repair.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:21 PM

A fenced dog park

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:27 PM

Maybe look into the financial possibilities of combing and maintaining the

sandy beaches (Willows comes to mind)

Anonymous
2/04/2020 01:48 PM

Text or email alerts to residents regarding their garbage collection schedule,

just like how the District of Saanich does.

Anonymous
2/04/2020 05:33 PM

No I think it is important to focus on core responsibilities. We do not need to

add to the current workloads of counselors.

Anonymous
2/05/2020 12:40 AM

a focus on density to support better services with a shared tax burden

Anonymous
2/07/2020 02:33 PM

New by-law to license cats just as we do dogs.

Anonymous
2/07/2020 06:23 PM

poop bag dispensers like in other municipalities

Anonymous
2/07/2020 10:14 PM

Dog parks are there aren't any in Oak Bay at the moment.

Anonymous
2/08/2020 10:06 AM

Pet refuse bag dispensers

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:04 AM

More visual arts opportunities in facilities. Deer eradication.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:22 AM

Deer control. It doesn’t need to be an expensive solution.

Anonymous
2/09/2020 11:59 AM

1.) include condo owners in the dump privileges, 2.) Senior seasons passes

for Oak Bay Rec,

Anonymous
2/09/2020 12:59 PM

See above

Anonymous
2/09/2020 03:49 PM

I would like to see a decrease in the Telus cell tower proliferation. There is a

potential hazard to health and needs immediate investigation. The hydro

poles are on publice, district property and providers like Telus need to be

reigned in before 5G.
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Anonymous
2/10/2020 12:42 PM

Flexibility re:l by law enforcement or at least consistency-so many

discrepancies

Anonymous
2/10/2020 01:36 PM

Soft plastic pick up. Fall garden waste pick up.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 05:40 PM

Climate action advice for residents.

Anonymous
2/10/2020 09:31 PM

regulate wood burning fireplace smoke. Our neighbourhood is filled with

smoke way too often and smells like a campfire. It causes health and

environment concerns and we feel this should be regulated to protect oak

bay citizens

Anonymous
2/11/2020 01:28 PM

When property tax notices are sent out, they should show the percentage

increase/decrease of each department from the previous year. This was done

in the past.

Anonymous
2/11/2020 03:18 PM

regulation of wood burning fireplaces and resulting air quality

Anonymous
2/11/2020 07:10 PM

No

Anonymous
2/11/2020 10:56 PM

Hire Bylaw personnel and then actually enforce bylaws. Totally lax at this

time.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 12:10 AM

I think that the district should not be downloading the cost of upgrading our

aging infrastructure to home owners who are building new construction. It is

the district's responsibility to plan and budget for this.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 05:46 PM

Registering of pets other than dogs. Reptiles,cats,chickens,exotic

Anonymous
2/12/2020 06:12 PM

Bike lanes! And ease of developers to pull down houses.

Anonymous
2/12/2020 07:22 PM

bike lanes

2/12/2020 08:10 PM

Regular yard waste pickup is the biggest "missing" service

Anonymous
2/12/2020 09:01 PM

No

Anonymous
2/12/2020 10:07 PM

Oak Bay really needs to get serious about reconciliation with the Songhees

and Esquimalt Nations. There appears to be very little happening beyond an

annual dinner. We need to have active discussions, as a community, about

what this could and should be.

Anonymous
2/13/2020 09:20 PM

Clearing drains blocked on municipal property should be paid by the

municipality, not the affected resident. In Saanich and Victoria, blocked drains

on municipal property is either cleared by or the clearing paid by the

municipality. But not in Oak Bay.
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Anonymous
2/14/2020 09:54 AM

Can we just not rid of the deer without costing thousands of dollars?

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:37 AM

License cats.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 10:43 AM

More single dwellings suitable to live independently. More apartments where

owners can have pets since it is well documented that seniors generally

thrive as pet owners. Individually owned apartments should have the right to

be occupied by pet owners

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:13 AM

Simple survey question: why do we want/need to grow: a) population, b)

density, c) at what environmental cost

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:22 AM

Some sidewalks are cracking and uneven. This can be a hazard for

pedestrians. I would like to see good sidewalk repair and maintenance.

Anonymous
2/14/2020 11:49 AM

-Curbside yard water pickup in additional to Municipal Works Yard

Optional question (104 responses, 237 skipped)
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Q49  Age

2 (0.6%)

2 (0.6%)

6 (1.8%)

6 (1.8%)

19 (5.6%)

19 (5.6%)

32 (9.4%)

32 (9.4%)

90 (26.5%)

90 (26.5%)191 (56.2%)

191 (56.2%)

Under 18 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Question options

(340 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q50  Type of residence

302 (88.8%)

302 (88.8%)

22 (6.5%)

22 (6.5%) 16 (4.7%)

16 (4.7%)

House Apartment Other

Question options

(340 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q51  Location of residence

166 (48.8%)

166 (48.8%)

168 (49.4%)

168 (49.4%)

6 (1.8%)

6 (1.8%)

North of Oak Bay Avenue South of Oak Bay Avenue Outside of Oak Bay

Question options

(340 responses, 1 skipped)
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Q52  Length of residence in Oak Bay

23 (6.8%)

23 (6.8%)

53 (15.6%)

53 (15.6%)

52 (15.3%)

52 (15.3%)

212 (62.4%)

212 (62.4%)

Less than 2 years 2-5 years 6-9 years 10 years +

Question options

(340 responses, 1 skipped)
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